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The end of the school year is
invariably a time for some reflection
and “taking stock.” And so it is with
this edition of Teacher. It is all the
more appropriate given that we
have just emerged from a provincial
election. Bill Ayers, professor of
education at Illinois, has summar -
ized forcefully the concept of what
it means to be a teacher in today’s
political environment. Our retiring
executive director looks back on a
long career as a BCTF activist. This
is complemented by members

speaking to how opportunities to
work within the union have
enhanced their careers. Others
present their thoughts on where we
find ourselves, not only as teachers
but as global citizens. All told, a
picture of determined  activism and
involvement is vividly presented
that leaves us in no doubt that
teacher voices for a fair and just
society, that values its people and
their education, will continue to be
heard. 

Locals pull out all the stops

Alberni
Alberni is a community with deep

roots in the labour movement and
has a history of involvement in
social activism. It is indeed fertile
ground for our popular NDP
candidate, Scott Fraser, who won
60% of the vote locally. Although we
will never know, I do believe that
our election activities raised public

awareness of issues concerning
public education and social justice
in our community. Some of our
activities included:
• initiating and hosting two

student-run all-candidates’
meetings—one at our senior high,
initiated by teacher Brian Lavery
and one at one of our middle
schools, initiated by teachers Lisa
Laslo and Jackie Zydyk. We
sensed that these meetings were
quite effective because the kids
took the message home to their
parents.

• participation in our community's
one and only all-candidates’
meeting and we were able to get
a number of good questions
asked, and answered.

• endorsing and providing funding
to our local NDP candidate and
we had a number of our members
who chose to volunteer on the
NDP campaign.

• running four burma-shave
demonstrations, in partnership
with NDP supporters and
steelworker union members.

• getting a number of letters to the
editor published, mostly in the
local papers.

• getting the local paper to do a
feature article with one of our
teachers, Zana Nesbitt, on
classroom conditions in her
elementary school.

• producing four good newspaper
ads and four hard-hitting radio
ads.
As our local election contact, I

visited almost all of our school sites,
to inform and galvanize our mem -
bers. These visits seemed to be
effective because they were person-
to-person and brought the message
and the methods to our members in
an authentic way and dialogue was
promoted.

We know we effected the
outcome of the election at our local
level. Evidently, we won the battle,
but lost the war!

– Don Stevenson

Delta
In Delta, several teachers braved

the weather on election day to
burma shave the overpass at
Highways 10 and 17 leading to the
ferry terminal and Nordel Way,
which leads to the Alex Fraser

Bridge. Signs were also being
strategically placed on other major
thoroughfares. We had a great time
chatting and waving to the many
honking vehicles until the black
clouds opened up and the rain
poured down, followed by hail! Our
campaign ended five minutes ahead
of time but everyone was in good
spirits in spite of being drenched! It
was a simple message of home -
made signs—VOTE TODAY THINK
EDUCATION.

– Val Windsor

Golden 
Election night 2009 brought a

mixed sense of satisfaction for
many in Golden. Many teachers
worked to re-elect Norm
MacDonald in our Columbia River–
Revelstoke riding, and their efforts
were rewarded when he won on
May 12. However, the celebration
was tempered by the fact that
MacDonald will be speaking for our
community from the Opposition
benches, and the next fixed election
date sits four years down the road.

As I sit here thinking about the
future, I can’t help but wonder “Who

will the BCTF be in 2013?” The next
election may be only four years
away, but we know that we’re close
to a significant generational change
in our membership. We will lose a
significant number of members who
can remember what teaching was
like when education was better
funded, who remember the sacri -
fices made by teachers to earn im -
provements to working condi tions,
and who remember the signifi cance
of losing those improve  ments to the
stroke of a pen. 

The young teachers stepping into
their positions will look at work and
activism through an entirely differ -
ent lens than those of us who are
mid-career or beyond. They’ll be the

products of a “Liberal” education—
not knowing that things have been,
and could be, a lot different. How
will the union adapt to make itself
relevant to these future members so
we’re ready for the challenges of
2013 and beyond?

– Bob Wilson

Langley
When asked to sum up my

thoughts on the May 12 election, I
think of the term D-Day. The “D”
stands for a range of responses to
the electoral outcome.

Disappointment that the Liberals
will be setting education policy for
another four long years.

The election campaign was
dominated by concerns for
the economy. Neverthe -
less, teachers have
doggedly kept public
educa tion in the news and
before the public. Forums,
all-candidates’ meetings,
rallies, advertising, letter
writing, and spon taneous
street appearances have
been creatively employed
by teachers to ensure that
the major issues of
underfunding, school
closures, large classes, and
diminishing support for
special needs do not go
unnoticed. Below is just a
sampling of some of the
fine work locals did in the
run-up to the May 12
election.

See LOCALS page 3

Vancouver teachers showed up at Canuck games and on street corners with kids-on-sticks.

South Island troubadours (L-R); Brad Myers, Sean Hayes, and Mike Hayes.
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Readers write

TFEU

enormous impact on the well-being
of our communities. While many
may have hoped for a more signifi -
cant change, this election will bring
a new set of MLAs to lobby and try
to influence.

Elections also provide us with the
opportunity to raise our issues with
politicians and members of the
public. By this measure, the election
was a tremendous success. All
across the province, teachers were
talking with mem bers of their
communities about class size,
support for students with special
needs, school closures, and the
overuse and misuse of standardized
testing. Education funding was at

the forefront of every event I
attended. In many communities,
trustees and parents are joining us
in voicing concerns about budget
shortfalls for next year.

In many locals, new activists took
on the role of local election contact
and brought energy and enthusi asm
to the election work. Locals build
new alliances with partner groups
and members of their communities.
These relationships will serve us
well in the future.

As public school teachers, we
welcome every child in the door. We
do our best to ensure that their
needs are met and that they get a
quality education. We lobby and

apply as much pressure as we can
for sound education policies and
increased education funding so that
our schools and communities have
the resources they need to ensure
that every child learns and grows.

While we take the opportunity
that elections provide, the BCTF’s
advocacy for public education is not
an election event. It is part of the
proud 90-year history of activism of
BC teachers. That activism and
advocacy will continue for at least
another 90 years if we have
anything to do with it.

Cartoon follies
Thank you for the cartoon

depicting the follies of creationism
in the science classroom in the
Jan/Feb. issue of the Teacher. I am
proud to be a member of an organ -
ization that defends the unfortunate
growing need to separate religious
beliefs from the science classroom.
It’s hard to take creationists
seriously in any science classroom
mainly because crea tionism is not a
“theory,” let alone a scientific idea,
it is a religious belief.  

As a professional science teacher,
I applaud the Teacher Newsmag -
azine for making light of a situation
that deserves a stand. The cartoon
simply stated in a funny way that
creationism has no business in the
science classroom. In no way did
the cartoon solely make light of
creationism; it made light of
creationism in the science class -
room. That is an important differ -
ence. If someone wants to believe
in creationism they are free to do
so, and the Teacher is free to com -
ment on any subject that en -
croaches upon our educational
standards. Much to the chagrin of
some of your readers, creationism
in the science classroom is
nonsensical, unedu cated, and
untenable.  

As the saying goes, “Don’t pray in
my public school and I won’t think
in your church.”  
Grant Duchscherer
Cranbrook

I respectfully beg to differ with
the colleagues who were offended
by the cartoon your “offensive little
rag” published, a few weeks back,
about a science teacher explaining
the existence of fossils by God’s
facetious nature. This cartoon was
not attacking creationism itself, it
was denouncing the people who
would force us to teach religious
dogma in a science class.

It so happens that nothing is
further from science than dogma:
one evolves constantly with every

new discovery that research pro -
vides, the other is carved in stone
and has remained unchanged for
centuries.

A science teacher has a respon -
sibility to teach science, period.
Religion belongs in social studies
and philosophy classes—and
Sunday school. We are public
school teachers, our union’s
publication should indeed defend
this position. Keep up the good
work, amen.
Fred Subra
Cranbrook

Fair and transparent
I recently attended Mountain

Equipment Co-op’s 2009 Annual
General Meeting, and was very
impressed with the efficiency and
fairness with which it was con -
ducted. There were reasonable time
limits for the discussion of motions
(and for individual speak ers), thus
allowing all business to be dealt
with. Motions were discussed by
alternating between pro- and anti-
motion speakers, which allowed
both sides a fair hearing. No mo -
tions were discussed in-committee,
and this encouraged accountability
on the part of speakers.

By way of contrast, many resolu -
tions on the agenda for the 2009
BCTF Annual General Meeting were
not dealt with. Moreover, the con -
tent of discussion seemed deter -
mined more by political manoe -
uvres than by fair and transparent
discussion. As an example of our
AGM’s opacity, the minutes indicate
only, “The Committee of the Whole
rose and reported it had discussed
pensions.”  I was there and
remember much more. I remember
a series of numbered resolutions.
Are we not allowed to mention
whether these passed or were
defeated?  If I request information,
will I get a document covered in
heavy black marker lines? Or have
the records already gone into the
incinerator at the Ministry of Truth?

Just to clear up any confusion, the
BCTF is not a rightwing paramilitary

spy organization. As members of
the BCTF, we are not required to
sign an oath of secrecy, and so
should expect our business to be
discussed in a fair and transparent
manner. We are a labour union for
public school teachers—moreover, a
“union of professionals” and a
“social justice union.” Let’s start
acting like it.
Patrik Parkes
Vancouver

Election special
You know that the majority of us

will vote. You know that the
majority of us will not vote Liberal.
Why then must you throw away my
union dues on production of this
newspaper? You rail against this
government’s misplaced spending
priorities but have no problem
spending union money to preach to
the choir. My wife and I are both
teachers yet you see the need to
send two separate newspapers to us
at the same address. The headline
on the cover of your Election
Special mentions abuse of power. 

What you are doing with my
money is not much different. Cut my
dues and stop wasting money on
this needless propaganda. I, and the
vast majority of my colleages, will
vote for the NDP. This environ -
mentally wasteful mailout serves no
purpose whatsoever.
Mark Peressini
Prince George

I received your special “election
issue” in the mail today. Please stop
spending my money on thinly veiled
political campaigns. It was
completely unnecessary to specially
mail this to members, and com -
pletely unnecessary to print it in the
first place. Whether I support the
politics of the BCTF Executive or
not, I don’t want them spending my
money promoting their agenda.
Our dues are too high—stop
wasting them pursuing political
goals that not all members share.
Craig Bresett
Langley 

In the months leading up to the
provincial election I had the
privilege of travelling around the
province and visiting many locals. I
talked to many, many teachers and
community members. I attended
rallies, all-candidates’ meetings,
events hosted jointly with other
unions and education partners, and
burma-shaved with members
holding BCTF and local signs on
bridges, over-passes, and busy
corners.

Elections provide us with oppor -
tunities. They provide us with the
opportunity to change the govern -
ment. That’s important because
government decisions have an

As of June 30, 2009, the BCTF
Lesson Aid service will be
discontinued. The BCTF Executive
Committee made the decision after
a thorough review of the service
and consultation with the Federa -
tion’s Professional Specialist
Association Council. 

The service was originally set up
to offer curriculum aids developed
by teachers, for teachers, however it
moved away from this mandate
over time. As a result, many of the
titles offered for sale were commer -
cially produced, with the Federation
acting more as a clearing house
than as a repository of current
teacher-produced lesson aids. Items
were sold through the Federation
and under the name of the BCTF,
but there was no comprehensive
system for evaluating and selecting
the materials. In addition, there was
a growing disconnect between what
the Federation offered through the
service and the current curriculum. 

As a result of these issues, the
Executive Committee was faced
with either discontinuing the service
or investing considerable additional
money in resolving the issues; the
net cost of the service, including the
space in the building, already

The BCTF is recruiting teachers
who are willing to present packaged
workshops to parents at Parent
Advisory Council meetings. Topics
for the workshops include: Anti -
bullying; Supporting Your Child’s
Learning; Raising Confident Boys
and Girls; Bugs, Drugs, and Rugs:
student health and safety; Born to
Buy; and Captive Mind—Captive
Market.

These successful and popular
workshops are a very important
part of BCTF outreach to parents.

These workshops are popular
with PACs, but we are often not able
to fill all parent requests for the
workshops. We need more
presenters, especially in the Lower
Mainland, East Kootenays, North
Central, and Vancouver Island
zones.

Workshop facilitators give the
workshops in neighbouring districts
as well as their own. Teacher
presenters report very positive
responses from parents, and find
the chance to be “BCTF ambas -
sador” and workshop leader
personally satisfying and rewarding.
Teachers volunteering for this
important role have expenses
covered by the BCTF.  

Workshops are designed and
updated regularly by teachers.
Train ing sessions are held, but
many teachers feel very comfortable
just diving in and giving the work -
shops their way after reviewing the
mater ials. Resource binders include
facilitator notes, overheads, hand -
outs, and background articles.
There is also access online for all

Apology
In the April 2009, issue of Teacher,

we ran comments from teachers
attending the New Teachers’
Conference who answered the
question “Why did you become a
teacher?” There were a number of
errors in the following piece and the
corrected version is printed here.

Enseigner c’est “avoir le
courage,” le courage de faire une
différence, le courage de prendre
des risques, le courage de
s’affronter soi-même et les défis.
Tout cela je l’ai appris à travers les
enfants.  Ils m’ont donné le courage
de faire face à n’importe quelle
situation. C’est cela, l’enseignement
un cheminement qui ne finit jamais
et un beau voyage rempli de belles
surprises.
Michela Chicanot
Burnaby

Lesson Aids Service
discontinued

exceeded over a quarter of a million
dollars per year. 

The BCTF PSA Council, which
supported the decision to discon -
tinue Lesson Aids, has expressed an
interest in developing a system to
share teacher-developed materials
in the future. The Federation is also
planning to put in place a technol -
ogy project that will facilitate
increased member-to-member
sharing and discussion online.

The Lesson Aids Service played
an important role for teachers over
decades. The BCTF gratefully
acknowledges the valuable role
played by the members of the staff
who worked in the Lesson Aids
Service who will be now moving to
other positions in the Federation.  

Please be advised that the Lesson
Aids Service will be accepting and
filling orders up to June 19, 2009—
bctf.ca/LessonAids.

All existing in-stock lesson aids
will be reduced by 50% off the listed
price and some exceptions may
apply.

– Moira Mackenzie  

The BCTF wants you
the materials, overheads, handouts,
and a prepared Power Point
presentation for downloading.

A signup sheet and details can be
accessed at bctf.ca, Teacher page,
click on Opportunities for Members
in the left column.

If you are interested, contact
Geoff Peters in the Communications
and Campaigns Division of BCTF,
604-871-1872 or toll free 1-800-663-
9163 or gpeters@bctf.ca for more
information.

– Geoff Peters

http://bctf.ca
mailto:gpeters@bctf.ca
mailto:newsmag@bctf.ca
http://bctf.ca/newsmag
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Looking back
70 years ago

We are killing our teachers. Teach -
ing has always been a strenuous
business for those who take their
duties conscientiously and year by
year it is becoming more strenuous.
Teaching was less strenuous in the
days when teachers did the talking
and pupils held their tongues ‘til
given permission to recapitulate the
things they had been told. Oh, to be
sure, we know how happy and keen
the youngsters of today are in
skillfully socialized classes, and we
are well aware that in such classes
there arise nothing comparable with
the disciplinary problems that were
formerly looked upon as simply all in
the day’s work. Half the time the up-
to-date teacher is simply supervising
his pupils’ studies. Simply that.
Simply. Yes.

– May 1939, The BC Teacher

50 years ago
There is far more to elementary

teaching than instructional skill
alone. We all realize that the child is

support these projects by putting
their money where their collective
mouth is by reimbursing the teachers
involved? A mercenary and
unprofessional idea? Perhaps, but
let’s examine the issue a little more
closely.

– May/June 1979, The BC Teacher

10 years ago
Medical science has proven that

laughter in the workplace is good for
productivity and workers’ health.
The old adage “No pain, no gain” is
not true. Laughter is not a distraction
from getting the real work done, but
is a happy, healthy way to increase
workers’ wellness, satisfaction, and
productivity. Schools need healthy
staff members to meet the demands
of students, technology, and
curriculum. Happy schools are
places where teachers, students and
parents want to be.

– April 1999, Teacher newsmagazine

Chris Bocking, Keating Elementary
School, Saanich

no less intelligent in the elementary
grades than he will be at the
secondary level. Those elementary
teachers should, therefore, be well
informed, broadly educated adults.
Their education should not be
inferior to that of the better educated
parents in the community. If it is
inferior, then teachers can never
hope to win respect for their profes -
sion. We must plan progressively
and plan now to extend the educa -
tion of the elementary teacher to the
degree level.

– May/June 1959, The BC Teacher

30 years ago
Should teachers be paid overtime

for extracurricular activities? How
many trustees bask in the reflected
glory of a winning athletic team, a
musical comedy that plays to packed
houses, or a group of student
hospital volunteers? Surely, the
feeling that there is something worth
while, something right about these
and similar activities is almost
universal among those connected
with education. How many districts

Dismay that fewer than half of
our fellow citizens took the five
minutes out of their day to go to
vote—voter turnout was as low in
Langley as the rest of the province.

Disrespect—in Langley our two
Liberal incumbents were easily re-
elected despite not even showing
up to answer questions at our all-
candidates’ meeting, showing a
distinct lack of respect for teachers.

Despair for the students and
teachers who are struggling to learn
and teach in such deteriorating
classroom conditions.

Dread for the further cuts that we
all know are coming to the public
education system, based on this
year’s provincial budget projections.

On May 13, I woke up with some
new D-words in mind:

Determination to continue to
document the government’s record
and to demand restoration of
adequate funding for a quality
public education system for all of
our students and teachers.  

Duty to continue to defend and
advocate for our students and our
profession despite the democratic
doldrums we find ourselves in in
this province. 

– Susan Fonseca 

Keep your hats on, folks, and
your candidates’ feet to the fire.

– Shawn Gough

South Island 
Just coming down from the “high”

of denying MLA seats to the Liberals
(for the second straight election) in
three of the four ridings for which I
bore responsibility as LEC here on
South Vancouver Island.

The support from BCTF
Campaigns and Communications
was outstanding. No request for
information and/or assistance went
unanswered. Our most successful
activities were:
• the 30-second, locally created,

radio spots spread among four
stations prior to the 28-day
campaign period.

• regular weekly newsletters to all
members at all worksites during
the 28-day campaign period.

• a letter-writing campaign to
editors that continues to bear
fruit (two more teachers’ letters
were published after election
day).

• our rally for public education held
at the Legislature on May 7,
which resulted in a full-page
photo in the Times Colonist of our
burma shave signs being held
aloft by teachers, as a backdrop
to our rally speakers and
musicians.

• the willingness of local talk-show
hosts and news reporters to
provide good coverage of our
issues during “prime time,” in the
weeks prior to E-day.
Special thanks to the sign crews

who stood on the roadsides and
held our signs aloft, in good
weather and bad.

This is my last campaign on
behalf of teachers as retirement in
Quebec beckons. What a great way
to end a 35-year career in education
in BC.

– Brad Myers

By Glen Hansman 

Election day, as a group of us
stood with signs at the corner of
Commercial & 12th Avenue, a
young woman passed by. We had
been waving at cars, holding up our
kids-on-sticks that displayed pro-
education messages, greeting
passengers as they got of their bus,
and talking to quite a few of the
pedestrians who passed by. But this
young woman was the first who
openly admitted that she wasn’t
planning on voting. She didn’t know
what the issues were, she said, or
what the political parties stood for. 

But she did stick around for a
couple minutes to talk with us,
pulling out her headphones to hear
more. “Are you a university
student?” we asked. No, not yet—
but she’s thinking about it, though
the cost of tuition was worrisome
for her. “Then you’re probably
concerned about the minimum
wage too,” we threw in. “Did you
know that BC currently has the
lowest minimum wage in the
country, and that the NDP promises
to raise the minimum wage right
away? That will help you save a bit
more for tuition, which they plan on
lowering too…” No, she didn’t know
those were components of the NDP
platform, nor did she know that the
Liberals had no plans to address
either issue. 

A couple hours later, it was all
over. Disappointment was the
general mood. Where were the
voters? How could the Liberals have
been re-elected after eight years of
cuts to health and education, eight
years of contract stripping, eight
years of job losses, eight years of
privatization, eight years of environ -
mental deregulation, eight years of
abusing legislative authority, and
eight years of failing to address
child poverty and homelessness? 

In the last few days of the
campaign, our local office sent out
numerous communications to
members by mail, by phone, by text
message, by voice broadcast, and
by e-mail. We encouraged members
to forward messages on to their
friends and families, to talk to
neighbours, and to the parents of
their students. We showed up at
Canuck games and street corners
with our signs and kids-on-sticks,
we hung clotheslines on school
fences to air the Liberals’ dirty
laundry. Make public education a
vote-determining issue—the
success of which is hard to
calculate on a provincial level, but
necessary for us to do nonetheless.

Why? Because our students deserve
better and our members deserve
better. The political context is the
bargaining context, and the
bargain ing context is the political
context. We cannot separate the
two, and we have the obligation of
trying to ensure the best climate for
bargaining—not make improve -
ments for our members and for our
students. 

But here we are, 24 months
before our collective agreements
expire, and with a Liberal govern -
ment still in place. 

So why was there a failure to
connect? Is the public truly
apathetic, or so easily duped by the
promise of stability and so-called
“strong leadership”? I don’t think so.
I think the public deserves a lot
more credit than that. 

I think the responsibility for
failing to connect rests on the
opposition, in part because of a drift
to the political right to appease
business interests, but also in part
due to a hollow re-branding. During
the campaign, Take Back Your BC
seemed to only mean We’re not
Gordo. 

That’s unfortunate because the
NDP had fantastic candidates
around the province. They also had
great things in their platform. The
public should have known about
and should have been discussing
these things. 

So why did the young woman
with whom we spoke on election
day not know about the minimum-
wage campaign, and the NDP’s
commitment to that? It’s because
the NDP, as an organization, didn’t
do the work that it should have
been doing. 

The party that claims to be for
working people needs to be out
actually talking to working people,
building their platform for working
people, and focusing their messag -
ing on what they plan to do to
improve the lives of working
people. We know the individual
candidates are doing this, but it’s
what the whole party needs to live
and breathe, otherwise in four years
we’ll be exactly where we are now. 

And perhaps it takes all of us—
teachers and all union members—
getting involved from within or re-
committing to being actively
involved from within, and staying
engaged through the next set of
trustee elections in 2011 and
provincial elections in 2013.   

Glen Hansman is president,
Vancouver Elementary School
Teachers’ Association.  

numbers from the Ministry of
Education to illustrate when funding
increased or more specifically, did
not increase. We pointed out the
fact that the downloaded costs (or
what you might call funding claw-
backs) that our district must carry
all come out of the budget that is
supposed to be used to fund
teachers working with students.

We purposely chose to work
behind the scenes; we supplied
information that was truthful and
factual. We distributed Staff Alerts
to all district staff mailboxes that
had pertinent and powerful
informa tion about the inadequacy
of the funding of public education.
We created an information sheet
detailing where our budget short -
falls are originating; not so coinci -
dentally, those budget shortfalls can
be traced back to the Campbell
Liberals’ chronic underfunding of
our public education system. We e-
mailed staff with information that
was factual and concise; informa -
tion that went beyond the clichés.
We e-mailed encouragement to our
colleagues to speak with their
neighbours and family members
about the realities of life in the
classroom. We encouraged mem -
bers to get out and vote and to
“take five” other eligible voters with
them. 

The campaign we ran in New
Westminster was successful. We
elected Dawn Black, the NDP
candidate as our MLA.
Unfortunately, she will be sitting on
the side of the Legislature reserved
for the Official Opposition. We are
not pleased with this turn of events
but we remember Tommy Douglas’s
words of encouragement, “Courage,
my friends; ‘tis not too late to build
a better world.”

– Stacey Robinsmith

North Island
We re-elected Claire Trevena by a

margin of nearly 3,000 votes. The
Greens garnered only 1,500 votes
and the Independent had only 800
or so. We are very pleased to have
Trevena back, but are saddened that
many of you could not share in our
joy.

Our fight must continue! We
cannot for one minute let our guard
down, even though we are tired and
spent.  The 2013 election begins
now, and I agree with the idea to
keep our signs up. We need to
reinforce our key message with the
public constantly. I’m sure I’m not
alone in predicting a severe
backlash against teachers as soon
as the Olympics are over.

New Westminster
As the Local Election Contact for

the New Westminster Teachers’
Union, I struggled with the question
of how to organize an election
campaign without officially
endorsing any of the candidates.
The solution we came up with was
one that we feel is a novel, and
rarely used, approach in politics; we
ran a simple campaign based on
truthful and factual information
supplied to the general population
and the teachers of New
Westminster.

The first thing we did was to take
a page out of the Obama campaign
playbook. We created our own local
“quick responders” to take on the
emergent education issues in the
campaign. Whenever the issue of
public education was raised in our
community, we had someone on the
issue, responding with clear and
concise information. We called this
the “push-back” on education
issues. 

For example when a failed federal
Conservative candidate wrote into
the local paper stating that New
West would be better served by
having a Campbell Liberal as our
MLA we had our “quick responders”
respond with a series of fact-based
letters to the editor pointing out that
the last time our community had a
Campbell Liberal as MLA, one of the
two hospitals in our community was
closed and subsequently demo -
lished. We also pointed out that
during Campbell’s reign we have
seen the large industrial employers
in New West close shop; we have
had three of the large mills and the
local brewery all close. These
closures took with them all the
family-supporting jobs.

On the education issue, we
simply pointed out the facts behind
why our school district is struggling
with a $3.1 million deficit. We
placed an ad in the local paper
detailing the truth behind the cliché
of “highest funding ever.” We used

LOCALS from page 1

Failure to connect?

Don Stevenson, Alberni, holds a sign up with some BC political puppets.

Vancouver teachers air the Liberals dirty laundry on clotheslines on school
fences and at events around the city.
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By Bill Ayers

The controlling metaphor that
has shaped our discourse on
schools for years imagines educa -
tion as a commodity—a car, a box
of bolts, a toilet. It posits schools as
little factories cranking out pro -
ducts. This 19th century image for
21st century schools is a dismal
failure in its own terms—and,
worse, it betrays the demands of
democracy.

also produced obedience and
conformity, moral blindness and
easy agreement, obtuse nationalism
and a willingness to follow orders
right into the furnaces.

In a democracy, one would
expect something different—which
takes us back to first principles:
democracy is based on a common
faith in the incalculable value of
every human being. Whatever the
wisest and most privileged want for
their child, that is exactly what the
community wants for all its
children.

This core value and first principle
has obvious implications for educa -
tional policy: racial segregation is
wrong, class separation unjust,
disparate funding immoral. There is
simply no justification in a demo -
cracy for the existence of one
school for wealthy, white children
funded to the tune of £15,000 per
student per year, and another
school for poor immigrant children
or the descendants of formerly
enslaved people with access to
£3,500 per student per year.

That reality offends the very idea
that each person is equal in value
and regard, and reflects instead the
reactionary idea that some of us are
more deserving and more valuable
than others. It also expresses the
simple but crude and cruel message
that we send to children today

with pupils’ progress. Not a mention
of getting greater resources into this
starving system, nor parent involve -
ment. But, of course, evidence is
always the enemy of dogma, and
this is faith-based, fact-free school
policy at its purest.

Education in a democracy—at
least theoretically—is distinct from
education under an authoritarian
regime. This is because in a demo -
cracy, life is geared toward and
powered by a particularly precious
and fragile ideal: every human
being is of infinite and incalculable
value, each a unique force.

All schools serve the societies in
which they are embedded—an
ancient agrarian community ap -
pren tices the young for participation
in that world; apartheid schools
mirror apartheid society; and so on.
In fact, an outsider can learn a lot
about any society by simply peeking
into its classrooms: the old South
Africa had beautiful palaces of
learning and small state-of-the-art
classes for the white students, and
overcrowded, dilapidated, and ill-
equipped classes for the African
children. It makes perfect and
perverse sense.

Conversely, our outside observer
could deduce what classrooms must
look like if she could take an accur -
ate measure of the larger commun -
ity: knowing what apartheid means
and does, she could have guessed
that the schools looked as they did.

Schools serve society, and society
is reflected in its schools. And in the
modern world we see some differ -
ences as well as interesting similari -
ties and noteworthy, overlapping
goals across systems. School
leaders in fascist Germany or
communist Albania or medieval
Saudi Arabia or apartheid South
Africa, for example, all agreed that
students should behave well, stay
away from drugs and crime, and
master subject matters, so these
things do not differentiate a demo -
cratic education from any other. We
all want the children to do well, and
practically all schools want their
students to study hard and do their
homework.

Furthermore, schools in the old
Soviet Union and fascist Germany
produced some excellent scientists,
athletes, musicians and so on. They

major implications for both the
curriculum and teaching—for what
is taught and how. We want our
students to be able to think for
themselves, to make judgments
based on evidence and argument,
to develop minds of their own. We
want them to ask fundamental
questions. Who in the world am I?
How did I get here and where am I
going? What in the world are my
choices? How in the world shall I
proceed? And we want them to
pursue the answers, wherever these
might take them.

We should refuse to teach obedi -
ence and conformity in favour of
teaching courage, initiative,
imagination, creativity, and more.
These qualities cannot be delivered
in top-down ways, but must be
modelled and nourished, encour -
aged and defended.

Democratic teaching encourages
students to develop the capacity to
name the world for themselves, to
identify the obstacles to their full
humanity, and the courage to act
upon whatever the known
demands. Characteristically, such
education is eye-popping and mind-
blowing—always about opening
doors and opening minds as
students forge their own pathways
into a wider, shared world.

Much of what we call schooling
forecloses or shuts down or walls
off meaningful choice-making.
Much of it is based on obedience
and conformity—the hallmarks of
every authoritarian regime through -
out history. Much of it banishes the
unpopular, squirms in the presence
of the unorthodox, hides the
unpleasant. There is little space for
skepticism, irreverence, question -
ing, or doubt. While many of us long
for teaching as something transcen -
dent and powerful, we find our -
selves too often locked in situations
that reduce teaching to a kind of
glorified clerking, passing along a
curriculum of received wisdom,
predigested and often false bits of
information. This is a recipe for
disaster.

Education is always an arena of
struggle as well as hope: struggle
because it stirs in us the need to
look at the world anew, question
what we have created, wonder
what is worthwhile for human

beings to know and experience; and
hope because we gesture toward
the future, the impending, the
coming of the new. Education is
contested space, a natural site of
conflict—sometimes restrained,
other times in full eruption—over
questions of justice.

There is simply no justifica-
tion in a demo cracy for the
existence of one school for
wealthy, white children fund-
ed to the tune of £15,000 per
student per year, and another
school for poor immigrant
children or the descendants
of formerly enslaved people
with access to £3,500 per 
student per year.

concerning social policy towards
them: choose the right parents! If
you choose those with money,
access, social connection and
privilege, then your choices and
your chances will expand. If not,
sorry—you’re on your own.

The democratic injunction has

By David Denyer

“Keep BC Strong” was the
Liberals’ campaign slogan. One is
tempted to ask, “for whom?” since it
has become obvious that despite a
period of growth, much of BC and
many of its inhabitants are no better
off, and in many cases are in
decline. A number of studies and
reports have been released this year
from widely diverse organizations
that have concluded that poverty for
large numbers of people has
become an inescapable trap. At the
other extreme, the wealth of a very
small segment of the population has
grown exponentially. The result is
an ever-widening gap. For those
committed to an ideology that puts
ever-increasing economic growth,
consumption, and privatization over
and above the well-being and needs
of the majority, this is simply
inevitable. 

Recent research is showing
clearly that the social impact of
inequality has profound implica -
tions not only for the poor but also
the wealthy. Society as a whole
suffers when there is such a dispar -
ity in wealth. The results of this

research have just been published
in a book entitled, The Spirit Level:
Why More Equal Societies Almost
Always Do Better, by Richard
Wilkinson and Kate Pickett. A wide
range of different sets of data are
analyzed from sources such as the
UN, the World Bank, the World
Health Organization, and census
information. Very little has been
done in the past to try to unravel
the seeming paradox of why
supposedly prosperous societies
nevertheless struggle with a
multitude of social ills. The authors
make clear, with compelling
examples, that the relationship
between economic growth and
overall societal well-being becomes
an inverse one once a material level
that satisfies basic needs is met.
Valuing economic growth above
equality in rich societies leads to
shorter, unhealthier, and unhappier
lives. 

Violence, obesity, imprisonment,
addiction, depression, loss of com -
munity, and troubled relation ships
are all shown to be conse quences
of growing inequality in a society.

In a very telling segment of the
study, the authors question the
assumption that the desire to raise

national standards in education has
no relation to the desire to reduce
the inequalities that exist in a
society. “If your parents are well
educated—and so presumably of
high social status—the country you
live in makes some difference to
your educational success. But for
those lower down the social scale
with less well-educated parents, it
makes a very much larger differ -
ence.” Douglas Willms, professor at
the University of New Brunswick,
has provided striking illustrations of
this. He has shown that this pattern
holds widely internationally among
12 developed countries, as well as
among Canadian provinces and the
states of the USA.

One of the insidious effects of the
“accountability” mantra is its foist -

Teachers now“glorified clerks”imparting
predigested wisdom

The metaphor of schools as
businesses, teachers as 
workers, and pupils as com-
modities has taken hold in
the United States. It has led
to people imagining that
school closures and privatiza-
tions are natural and that
relentless standardized test-
ing is sensible…

The metaphor of schools as
businesses, teachers as workers,
and pupils as commodities has
taken hold in the United States. It
has led to people imagining that
school closures and privatizations
are natural and that relentless
standardized testing is sensible; in
fact, this is what the true believers
call “reform.” Those true believers
seem to exist in Britain as well as
the United States.

State schools in many cities here
have a chief executive officer (it’s a
business, remember). Michelle
Rhee, CEO for schools in the US
capital, warranted the Time cover
story last December entitled: “How
to fix America’s schools.” The
pivotal paragraph praised her for
making more changes in a year and
a half on the job than other school
leaders—“even reform-minded
ones”—make in five: closing 21
schools (15% of the total) and firing
100 central office personnel, 270
teachers, and 36 principals. These
are all policy moves that are
supposed to stand for improvement.

Not one word on children’s
learning or engagement with
school, not even a nod at evidence
that might connect these moves

Teachers, students, and citi-
zens should press for an edu-
cation worthy of democracy,
including an end to sorting
people into winners and los-
ers through expensive stan-
dardised tests that act as
pseudoscientific forms of sur-
veil lance; an end to starving
schools of resources, then
blaming teachers and their
unions for dismal out comes;
and an end to the militarisa -
tion of schools, “zero toler-
ance” policies, and gender
identify discrimination.

Teachers, students, and citizens
should press for an education
worthy of democracy, including an
end to sorting people into winners
and losers through expensive
standardised tests that act as
pseudoscientific forms of surveil -
lance; an end to starving schools of
resources, then blaming teachers
and their unions for dismal out -
comes; and an end to the militarisa -
tion of schools, “zero tolerance”
policies, and gender identify
discrimination.

All young people in a democracy
—regardless of economic circum -
stance—deserve full access to richly
resourced classrooms led by caring,
thoughtful, fully qualified, and
generously compensated teachers.

We should press ourselves to
reignite our democratic dreams and
mobilise to change what is clearly
in our hands to change. We are not
allowed to sit quietly in a
democracy awaiting salvation from
above. We are equal, and we all
need to speak up and speak out.

Bill Ayers is professor of education at
the University of Illinois, Chicago.
Reprinted with permission: The Times
Educational Supplement, Friday, 
March 20, 2009

ing of responsibility for improve -
ment onto teachers without any
acknowledgement of the duty
government has to reduce adverse
social and economic factors, such
as inequality, that undermine that
endeavour. This is similar to making
poor mental health a matter of
individual management and
prescribing cognitive behavioural
therapy; it doesn’t get at the root of
the problem.

The authors argue that consum -
er ism, isolation, alienation, social

estrangement, and anxiety all
follow from inequality. Conse -
quently, we need to remove
economic impediments to feeling
valued, such as low wages, low
benefits, and low public spending
on education, and thereby allow a
flourishing of human potential. The
message is simple: we do better
when we’re equal.  

David Denyer is assistant director,
BCTF Communications and
Campaigns Division and editor of
Teacher newsmagazine.

Equality: a novel idea
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The message in
the media
By Martina Quail

Here are some reflections I had
during an inspirational speech by
Stephen Lewis at our CUPE BC
convention, regarding the global
economic decline, or as Lewis
called it—the capitalist collapse.

The message in the media
regard ing the global economic crisis
has been on consumers borrowing
beyond their means, with insatiable
desires to accumulate material
things they cannot afford. We focus
on those who took on mortgages
they could not afford, and those
who re-mortgaged and extended
credit lines to buy more things.
Many people, who aren’t facing
foreclosure proceedings and the
possibility of bankruptcy, feel that
those who made unwise financial
decisions and were prepared to
gamble ought to face the conse -
quences of such decisions; they
would not have shared any windfall
they would have received if the
situation had gone the other way.
However, this frustration takes
attention away from widespread
corporate theft and fraudulence of
corporate social responsibility,
which has largely been ignored.
Multinational corporations, through
right-wing analysts, commentators,
the mass media, and the govern -
ment, have avoided scrutiny by
focusing blame on consumer ignor -
ance. These corporations isolate
incidents of corporate fraud,
labeling them individual acts of
white-collar crime or dishonesty
(i.e., Enron, Martha Stewart, AIG
CEO’s bonuses), and portraying the
involved individuals as deviant.

When these events unfold,
individuals and corporations
involved are portrayed as having
violated the rules, but this is
disingenuous—the culture of
multinational corporatism prides
values of greed, accumulation of

wealth, overindulgence, and
cutthroat competition. Capitalist
values encourage getting ahead by
stepping on the backs of others. In
this culture, it is acceptable to test
the boundaries of rules and regula -
tions that inhibit a corporation’s
moneymaking potential.

Many people become frustrated
when the government announces
financial relief to those facing fore -
closures on their homes, as they
feel that such relief rewards stupid
decisions and does not recognize
the struggle of those who made
conservative, wise, and financially

…the government is vesting
the very individuals who
caused the prob lems, with
wealth through industry
bailouts.

economic decline on workers’ jobs
and on communities. The govern -
ment provides extraordinary sums
of money, yet leaves the same
people in charge of the corporations
who got them in trouble in the first
place. As a condition of the bailout,
the government needs to take
management of these companies,
not through abstract regulatory
control, but instead, on the ground,
taking part in decisions, examining
books, and ensuring accountability
and transparency. Instead, the
government is vesting the very
individuals who caused the prob -
lems, with wealth through industry
bailouts.

One reason that we may focus
primarily on consumer ignorance
rather that widespread corporate
fraud may be because we have no
concept of the scale of money at
issue. Lying about, or mismanaging,
$100 million is beyond our compre -
hension or experience, whereas
taking on a $500K mortgage on a
$3,000/month salary is. We are
unable to understand in concrete
terms the former, whereas we
recognize the latter is not a
financially sound decision.

This also may have to do with the
propaganda from our governments,
through the media—who all benefit
from the current regime that
favours corporations over
consumers. 

Martina Quail, legal representative,
Canadian Union of Public Employees,
BC Regional Office.

How to privatize public education
By W.L. Sanders

Although I’m a career educator,
I’m also a skeptical, questioning
independent, not a mindless
defender of public schools. I believe
our nation’s public education sys -
tem must be changed (dramatically
so, at the secondary level) for the
US to retain its economic competi -
tiveness and democratic freedoms.

I worry that many of the changes
proposed for schools could be
motivated by aims other than
economic or democratic ideals.
Simply, a growing number of the
changes to the public education
system may be motivated by
entrepreneurial greed with little or
no consideration for the conse -
quences of the changes.

Hypothetically speaking, if I
wanted to end public support for
schools and privatize the system,
Americans would have to believe
privatization was necessary. To
justify privatization, the public
school would have to be
discredited.

If I wanted to discredit the public
education system, I would:
1. Reluctantly and minimally fund

the system and restrict spending
flexibility within the system.

2. Mandate punitive accountability
standards that force school
districts to stress the basics at
the disadvantage of elective
courses.

3. Legislate burdensome compli -
ance standards that require
more administrative personnel
to complete.

4. Discredit those who defend the
system and those who work to
make schools successful.

5. Divide the ranks of school
employ ees by creating suspicion
about compensation decisions
made by administrators and
boards of education.

6. Hype the instances of public
school violence, mismanage -
ment, incompetence, and the
results of worldwide academic
comparisons.

7. Shift blame for violence and
poor student behavior to
educators.

8. Absorb any discretionary school
district funds by creating
unfunded or minimally funded
mandates.

9. Blame teacher turnover on the
lack of administrative support for
effective classroom discipline
instead of on low salaries and
the vexing societal maladies that
spill over into classrooms.

10.Minimize the benefits of the
teacher retirement systems and
increase the cost of school
district and individual contribu -
tions to those systems.

11.“De-professionalize” the art of
teaching by promoting a recipe-
driven method of instruction that
minimizes the importance of
pedagogy and great expectations
for all children.

12.Devalue teaching certifications
by allowing “just about anyone
to teach,” but simultaneously
require all school districts to
have highly qualified teachers.

13.Develop legislation incentives

that encourage competition
among public schools and
minimize the compliance and
accountability standards for the
competition.

14.Implement a comprehensive
strategy, accompanied by
unlimited private funds, to
continually tout the advantages
of home schooling, private
schools, charter schools, and
virtual schools.

15.Call attention to political differ -
ences between wealthy and poor
school districts and encourage
feuding over limited resources.

16.Deny that market forces are
driving up administrative
salaries or be proactive and
blame increasing administrative
salaries on incompetent school
boards.

17.Disguise the aforementioned
actions as school improvement
efforts.

These strategies aren’t all inclu -
sive. I’m certain that other public
school supporters can add ideas
from their own experiences. 

I hope my intention here is clear:
I want citizens to be savvy about
distinguishing between changes
that could bolster our democratic
and economic ideals and support
public schools and changes that
would harm public education for
enigmatic, avaricious reasons.

W.L. Sanders is superintendent of
Farmington R–7 School District,
Farmington, Missouri.
Reprinted with permission, Phi Delta
Kappan BackTalk, April 2009.

Reflections on a life with the BCTF
By Ken Novakowski

At the end of June I leave the
service of the Federation as executive
director, a position I have held since
2000. When I look back at 38 years as
a teacher, local activist, Federation
activist, and member of staff, I
remain in awe of the organization
that is the BCTF and the important
role that it plays in the lives of
teachers and in the public policy
realm of this province.

In my report to delegates at the
2009 AGM, I tried to describe what
the BCTF is. We all know it is a 92-
year-old organization of BC public
school teachers, currently about
41,000 strong. There are five des -
criptions of the BCTF that I would like
to comment on and reflect upon at
this stage of its existence.

The BCTF is a union of
professionals

Few teacher unions can lay claim
to taking on the issue of profession al
autonomy to the degree that we have
in the BCTF. Our whole FSA
campaign and continued critique of
the government’s testing agenda is
predicated on the right of teachers to
choose the assessment instru ment
most suitable for their stu dents. We
actively support 33 provincial
specialist associations, run major
professional initiatives like Program
Quality Teach, host BCTF on Campus
events at every university with a
teacher education program and
provide up to four days of training for
teachers who take on school
leadership roles for the union. 

The BCTF is a social justice union 
The BCTF is known in this pro -

vince as a strong advocate for human
rights and through our social justice
program we actively support work in
the areas of status of women, anti-
racism, anti-poverty, peace and
global education and lesbian, gay, bi-
sexual, trans gendered and question -
ing. We support an Aboriginal
education program with contacts in
every local and our WR Long
International Solidarity Fund has
helped us do international solidarity
work with teacher unions in Latin
America and Southern Africa, which
is equal to the work done by many
national teacher unions. 

The BCTF is an action-oriented
bargaining union 

As an organization we have built
our own short-term and long-term
disability plans and more recently we
developed a teacher rehabilita tion
program that breaks new ground in
the search for teacher wellness. We
support a jointly trusteed pension
plan and advocate for members in
grievances, WCB appeals, and
College of Teacher matters. We even
have our own mediation services to
try to resolve member conflict. And
when we had full bargaining rights,
we made marked improvements in
the teaching and learning conditions
in our classrooms. 

The BCTF is a democratic 
member-run organization

Our 69 locals are a focal point for
teacher involvement in education
issues in their district and for com -
munity involvement on education
and other social issues. There is a
teacher presence in every com munity
with locals engendering the capacity
to speak out on and com municate
about important issues facing public
schools. The Federa tion governance
structures—the Representative
Assembly and the Annual General
Meeting—are based on representa -
tion from locals. In turn, the AGM
elects an Executive Committee to run
the organization on an ongoing
basis. Many mem bers play an active
role in the BCTF by serving on one of
our 14 advisory committees and
other opportunities exist for direct
member involve ment. Govern ments
in 1971 and again in 1987 tried to
break the BCTF by taking away

statutory membership. But we
organized and in both cases signed
up 99% of teachers voluntarily into
membership in the BCTF. We are a
democratic union that is responsive
to the views of members.

The BCTF is a non-partisan
organization that believes in
political action

The BCTF advocates for the
policies set by its members through
decisions of the AGM or Repre senta -
tive Assembly. We challenge govern -
ments that do not support public
education and we make our views
known on a wide range of education
issues. We lobby MLAs, and we meet
with and attempt to influence
governments. Public advocacy is an
important role for the organization
and we tirelessly advocate for a well
funded public education system. 

The BCTF is formally affiliated to
and is an active part of the BC
Federation of Labour and the
Canadian Labour Congress. Our
voice joins with thousands of other
organized working people to press
local, provincial, and federal
governments for progressive legis -
lative reforms such as improved
minimum wages, an end to child
poverty, and full, free collective
bargaining for all. Another group we
helped found is the Canadian Centre
for Policy Alternatives, BC office. The
CCPA conducts impor tant research
on a wide range of public policy
issues, including education, and
takes on the regres sive policies
advocated by the Fraser Institute. The
CCPA has had a positive impact on
public policy debates in the province
over its 12 years of existence. 

The BCTF is all of the above but it
is also an employer. As executive
director I have had the opportunity to
work on staff with some great
teacher activists and with many
others who have and continue to
make an important contribution to
the growth and development of the
Federation. Our staff is one of our
most significant resources and as a
collective body it not only provides
multiple services to locals and
members but it constitutes the glue
that helps to hold us together and be
the effective union that we have been
and continue to be. 

The other critical factor in our
effectiveness has been a succession
of excellent leaders; classroom
teachers all. Whatever the challenge
facing teachers we have always had
leaders prepared to stand up to
unfriendly governments and to
communicate effectively with parents
and the public. One thing we should
all be thankful for is the contributions
made by so many of our colleagues
who volunteer to work on behalf of
the union in roles that vary from
school union representative to
president of the BCTF. These are the
people who have built the BCTF into
the strong and effective union it is
today. And these are the people who
will ensure that the BCTF continues
to be the democratic, vibrant voice of
the profession in all the many
struggles yet to come. 

Ken Novakowski is BCTF execu   tive
director.

sound investment decisions. Again,
this frustration seems to focus
attention away from the fact that
the irresponsibility that has led to
the global economic decline is
founded in corporate irresponsibility
and government complicity and
collusion. As an example of this,
Stephen Lewis asks us to consider
the extravagance of bailouts to
corporations, sold to us as avoiding
the potential devastation of the
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BCeSIS should be abandoned
Unanimous
recommendation by 
Langley Teachers’ Association 
BCeSIS Committee
Sandra Averill, Tom Carson,
Gloria Dreyer, Susan
Fonseca, Warren Schmidt,
Chris Thomason, Bruce
Young

The LTA BCeSIS committee was
formed in response to the number
of concerns raised by staff reps from
pilot schools in the Langley School
District. Teachers described BCeSIS
as a slow and badly designed
program that was not living up to
the claim made by the manufacturer
that it would “create more time for
teaching.” As well, there were
serious issues raised with the
implementation process used by the
school district. The committee
surveyed teachers in pilot schools in
order to collect pertinent data and
make recom men dations to the
school district.

Teachers’ comments frequent-
ly expressed dismay, disap-
pointment, and exasperation
that Langley School District
would foist on teachers what
has been widely recognized
as a clearly flawed reporting
and assessment tool.

Six schools in Langley are pilot -
ing BCeSIS for the 2008–09 school
year. Two secondary schools,
Brookswood and Aldergrove, and
four elementary schools Alex Hope,
Topham, Nikomekl, and Coghlan
are involved. Surveys were
distributed to the pilot schools and
107 responses were received, a
return rate of 45%.

This survey of the six Langley
pilot schools clearly docu ments the
high level of frustration of teachers
using the program. While it may
have been expected that the
implementation of new software
could cause concerns, the level of
expressed aggravation and dissatis -
faction was undeniable, with 88% of
teachers reporting that BCeSIS
increased their level of work-related
stress. While the majority of
teachers reported familiarity with

both attendance and report card
software, 88% of teachers also
reported that BCeSIS allowed little
transferability of previous software
experience, a flaw that limited
teachers from getting up and
running quickly.

Major concerns were expressed
with the limited amount of training
received, the scheduling of the
training received, and the follow-up
support provided. Seventy-five
percent of teachers reported receiv -
ing four hours or less of formal
training. That this brief training
period was insufficient was expres -
sed by 51% of the responding
teachers. Notably, 74% of teachers
reported that the limited amount of
training that they did receive was
scheduled on the teacher’s own
time, either after school or during
their preparation period. This
committee notes that this practice is
clearly in violation of Article 78:
Weekly instructional assignment of
the collective agreement. In the
letter dated November 10, 2008, the
LTA wrote to communicate its
serious concerns about the lack of
paid training time for teachers. The
district has since acknowledged that
teachers are not expected to volun -
teer their own time after school to
attend BCeSIS training. However,
given that sufficient time is yet to be
provided by the district, the disputed
practice is continuing, demonstrat -
ing a blatant disregard for the
contract. Since BCeSIS is now a
requirement for our pilot schools, it
is expected that the employer would
provide training time at the
employer’s expense, not the
teachers.’ By way of comparison,
CUPE administrative assistants
were each given a three-day
training session offsite prior to
returning to their schools and
switching to BCeSIS.

Only 3% of teachers reported

being “very satisfied” with the level
of support. Additional comments
reveal teachers relying on
colleagues or becoming self-taught
since timely help was not consis -
tently available. The committee
recognizes that while both Jim
Sollows and Jaye Peebles are part of
the BCeSIS implementation Team,
only Jean Chan has the ongoing
responsibility of supporting
reporting and assessment for all 238
elementary and secondary teachers.
This contrasts significantly with the
strategy of previous technology
implementations which provided
teacher support such as TOD.
(Training on Demand), SWAT
(Support With Advanced Technol -
ogy) teams, and trainers with
regularly scheduled workshops,
none of which have been estab -
lished for BCeSIS. As of June 2008,
District 35 has spent $245,584 on
BCeSIS. Considering the significant
cost of implementation, this com -
mit tee questions the minimal
availability of support and resources
such as tutorials, handouts, bulle -
tins, SWAT teams, and trainers.
Although training videos were
available on iNet35, access was
limited to the Windows platform
making them unavailable to 165
teachers (69%) of the pilot schools
teachers who use the Mac platform
in their classrooms.

According to the Internet
homepage for the Ontario-based
software company, AAL Solutions,
www.aalsolutions.com, the author of
BCeSIS, the stated purposes of their
system are “creating more time for
teaching” and enabling “schools to
spend more time educating and less
time on administration.” When
asked, How has using BCeSIS
affected your amount of student
contact time?—63% of teachers
reported a decrease of student
contact time. The frustration of
having precious hours removed was
summed up by the comment, “What
had been most stressful is that
BCeSIS has taken so much of my
time away from my students.” Other
teachers report that having to use
BCeSIS over previous software
resulted in significant time taken
away from their personal lives as
well.

Participating teachers—73%—
rated this program as “not accept -
able” for the purpose of report card
preparation. Creating a grade-book
in BCeSIS was discouraged by the
contracted consultant as it is an
inflexible tool within BCeSIS. As a
result, third-party software, such as
Integrade, Easy Grade Pro, or Grade-
Book, is needed to create and
maintain grades, and generate term
marks. Unfortunately, assessment

data cannot be imported into
BCeSIS for report card preparation,
so the teacher must manually re-
enter all data, 200+ students at
secondary, into BCeSIS one mouse
click at a time. At elementary “you
have to cut and paste many times
for every comment, every subject,
every student.” It should be noted
that it takes nine key strokes to edit
one student comment per subject.
The increased hours required for
completing what has, by this time,
become a clerical activity represents
an intrusive and inefficient use of
teachers’ time.

This survey of the six Langley
pilot schools clearly docu -
ments the high level of frus-
tration of teachers using the
program. While it may have
been expected that the
implementation of new soft-
ware could cause concerns,
the level of expressed aggra-
vation and dissatis faction was
undeniable, with 88% of
teachers reporting that
BCeSIS increased their level of
work-related stress.

Teachers (78%) reported that
using BCeSIS increased the amount
of time necessary to prepare and
produce report cards. As dedicated
teachers, we understand that
personal teacher time well in excess
of the two half-days guaranteed in
contract, (Article 76.2), is needed to
complete three comprehensive
assessment reports per year. Fully
one-third of respondents reported
an additional 20+ hours were
needed for the Fall 08 report cards,
compared to previous report
periods. This strongly indicates that
pilot-school teachers could spend
more than 60 additional hours per
year of report card preparation
compared to non-pilot schools.

Teachers of the six schools
piloting BCeSIS reported that they
have experienced major flaws in the
delivery system, the function ality,
and the level of provided support.
Survey data collected quantifies,
unequivocally, the unacceptable
levels of frustration and stress with
implementing what many teachers
expressed to be an inferior option to
previous and alternate reporting
tools. Teachers’ comments
frequently expressed dismay,
disappointment, and exasperation
that Langley School District would
foist on teachers what has been
widely recognized as a clearly

flawed reporting and assessment
tool. A tacit lack of support is
clearly identified as an ongoing
concern and problem, even now, as
teachers enter the second half of
the pilot year.

When asked, What features of
this software are you most satisfied
with?, the features receiving some
support included the atten dance
component and the web-based,
portable access to the program. It is
noteworthy that 24% of the teachers
reported that they are satisfied with
“none” of the features. The great
majority of 88 comments received
were, in fact, criticisms. “This
software is the worst program I
have used in 12 years of teaching.”
“This is an awful, awful, awful
program and should be scrapped.”

The vehement comments
supplied in response to What
features of this software are you
most dissatisfied with? are a clear
measure of the frustration that
Langley teachers are experiencing
with the BCeSIS program. Specific
deficiencies cited included the
slowness of accessing the BCeSIS
server, the lack of a built-in spell
check, the inability to duplicate a
report or template for reporting, the
lack of intuitiveness of the program
despite the high technol ogy skills of
this user group.

Recommendations
Teachers using the BCeSIS in its

present format have clearly
documented numerous flaws and
concerns, including a notable lack
of timely training and support.
However, given the numerous
technical issues, design flaws, and
weaknesses with BCeSIS, it is
apparent that training alone will not
remedy the situation. This is not the
time to throw more scarce
resources into a badly written
program. This committee strongly
discourages such an approach.
What is needed is a new approach,
a different program and new
supports.

At this point, teachers’ classroom,
preparation, and personal time is
being used to attempt to overcome
the inherent systemic problems. It is
questionable why anyone thought
this would meet teachers’ needs.
There is little benefit to this pro -
gram other than for administrative
number crunching!

Committee members: Sandra
Averill, Instructional Services; Tom
Carson, Brookswood Secondary
School; Gloria Dreyer, Noel Booth; 
Susan Fonseca, president LTA;
Warren Schmidt, Brookswood
Secondary School; Chris Thomason,
Alex Hope, and Bruce Young,
WGSS.
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Teacher leadership
Teacher leadership
within the
Federation
By David Halme

Can you lead?
• The Federation provides avenues

for learning to lead.
• Local union and Federation

committees are a training ground
for teacher activists and future
leaders within the Federation.
The Federation infrastructure

depends on the willingness of our
members to volunteer to fill the
many positions found among our
local executives, school union
representatives, local specialist
associations, provincial specialist
associations, and the BCTF advisory
committees. While many of these
positions make various demands on
personal time, the inclination to
share expertise and participate in
the common good of the Federation
is at the core of the commitment.
Regardless of how one finds them -
selves on a committee or in a union
position, there is a quick realization
of the responsibilities associated
with the position. You are involved;
you are committed; and most likely
you were chosen by your peers to
represent their interests. This is the
initial step for a fledgling leader and
perhaps a promising leader within
the BCTF. 

The direction taken within the
Federation depends on your
interest—curriculum, finance, health
and safety, social justice—the
choices are extensive. Many mem -
bers are satisfied being a contribu -
tor to the work of a com mittee or
carrying out the role of a particular
position but some are convinced to
take on the role of a leader. For
some, the leadership role arrives
quickly because of the recognition
by their peers that this individual
possesses the particular expertise,
enthusiasm, or the experience. For
others, the ability to commit to the
progression for a leadership role is
especially difficult and linked to the
demands of family, the teaching
workload, and personal wellness. 

Recently, a few questions were
posed informally in conversations

with local presidents and presidents
of provincial specialist associations
to find out why they became
involved, their view of what it takes
to be a teacher leader, and what
was needed to support their leader -
ship role.

How did you get involved?
Of course, there were a few who

indicated their journey to becoming
leader began by “showing up” at an
annual general meeting where a
cluster of members were addressed
by a plea to get involved. Reluc -
tantly, the hand went up. Yet others
indicated they became involved
because they thought it was “part of
being a professional”—a sense of
duty prevailed. Finally, there were
those that were consistently sought
out for their advice as a colleague
that eventually led them to become
a union representative.

What made you a leader?
The responses could be

summarized into four qualities:  
• courage to represent colleagues

in terms of being able to deal
with authority and understanding
the levels of decision making

• integrity that was earned through
honouring basic union and
common principles of leadership

• exemplary experience highlighted
by excellent teaching and
interpersonal skills

• vision or being able to model the
qualities of a successful teacher
leader.

What was needed to support
their leadership role?

The repeated response was
“having  time” to do all the neces -
sary tasks as a PSA president or a
local president, yet having time to
have a personal life. There was a
feeling of needing to know how to
carry out various tasks effectively,
either through better organization
or better delegation of support
work. There was an appreciation for
periodic training and conversation
among presidents. Central to sup -
porting presidents was “respect” in
various forms of acknowledgement
to give meaning and value to their
commitment to a leadership role. 

Overall, one should not confuse
leadership with management. Good
leaders may see themselves as good

managers but our colleagues don’t
want to be managed. They want to
be led. Leadership complements
management and often makes the
difference between just getting
things done and actually making
things happen.

David Halme is an assistant director,
BCTF Professional and Social Issues
Division.

My teacher
leadership
experience
By Pat Fedak

During the early years of my
teaching career I became interested
in our local teachers’ union—Surrey
Teachers’ Association (STA)—as a
school representative to our local
assembly. This helped me be
informed of what was going on and
to be current about issues affecting
day-to-day teaching. It was much
later that I became involved in a
leadership capacity. Today, I look
back on a career that has been
fortified by professional experiences
both locally and with the BCTF.

In the beginning, I was encour -
aged by an administrator to join a
local specialist association
(Provincial Intermediate Teachers’
Association) because he believed I
had talents that would be suited to
a broader scope than one school. At
the LSA meetings, I met others who
were interested in increasing
teacher exposure to professional
experiences. After two years, I was
asked to be president of that
association and our committee
worked to bring a variety of oppor -
tunities to Surrey intermediate
teachers. Around the same time, I
enrolled in a master’s program.
Through my new friendships, I
joined the STA Professional
Develop ment Committee. And, after
I had completed my Master’s Degree
in Curriculum and Instruction, I
developed a set of workshops about
integrating mathematics and visual
arts that I facilitated for several
years.

Within a few years, I was asked
to run for chair of the STA PD
Committee and I worked in that
capacity for five years. During that
time, the BCTF called upon locals to
enhance the profile of professional
development. Surrey took the
challenge to enhance teachers’

professional autonomy seriously,
and increased the time allotted to
the PD chair and the types of
professional opportunities that
would be offered to Surrey teachers.
These included developing a special
projects opportunity for teachers to
work in teams of two to four from a
school on a topic of their choosing
with release time, training for
teachers to become facilitators
using the WOW (Workshop on
Workshops) program, a local project
grant to LSAs that were putting on a
workshop or conference, and a joint
venture (STA, BCTF, and SD #36)
called “Continue the Conversation,”
which focused on school/site
opportunities for professional
conversations.

I also applied for, and was
accepted into a cadre of teachers
that would become facilitators of
the BCTF Program for Quality
Teaching. My goal was to bring PQT
to Surrey. Subsequently we have
sponsored and I have co-facilitated
three PQT experiences—PQT Action
Research (2005–06) and PQT
Teacher Collaboration (2006–07 and
2007–08).

The BCTF was able to expand the
portfolio of PQT to include Teacher
Inquiry Projects on their own first,
and this year to a greater extent
through the use of ministry grant
funds. With the support of the BCTF
Executive, staff persons Nancy
Hinds and Charlie Naylor combined
their energies to make sure that
facilitators would be trained to
guide these experiences. The pro -
jects were designed to be sponsored
by union locals, districts, and the
BCTF. 

This year, I have been fortunate
to work with Laurie Gitzel from
Sooke on one of these projects. It
has been a positive experience with
24 participants being given oppor -
tun ities to develop professional

conversations in school teams with
a focus on differentiated instruction.
The participants worked during five
sessions (1-day and 1/2-day release
time as well as two after-school
sessions) bringing a plethora of
talents and wisdom to the group
experience. Our goal was to guide
self-directed, autonomous learning
through a process of moving from
isolated individual to supported
collective concerns. This was pro -
fessional learning run by teachers
for teachers that tapped into real life
experiences. The inquiry culminated
in presentations and a celebration
on April 16, 2009. Of significance to
me was the fact that all the spon -
sors trusted the facilitators and the
group to seek their topics of interest
and display their learning as best
suited the individual needs of the
participants. The learning was rich,
and the support for continued
professional growth was
heartwarming.

As well as my involvement with
professional issues, I have partici -
pated in my local executive as a
member-at-large and as secretary. I
have attended several BCTF Annual
General Meetings. These opportuni -
ties have helped shape my career as
a teacher and a leader in my
professional community. It is
because of my desire to support life-
long learning for educators that I
remain energized and enthusiastic
about the rewarding job of teaching
BC’s youth. I recommend to any
teacher to get involved. My
experiences from school level
committee work, to local and BCTF
involvement has helped me realize
what distributed leadership is really
about. Volunteering in a small way
has certainly led to a fulfilling
professional life.

Pat Fedak teaches at Sullivan
Elementary School, Surrey.

By Ray Myrtle

Early career teachers want to be
prepared and confident for
teaching. The Provincial
Intermediate Teachers’ Association
(PITA) is offering help through the
Year of Professional Support
program (YPS) beginning with four
days of practical workshops in
August and September.  

Four days of Start UP  
The first workshop, Start UP Your

Class Successfully, includes a 33-
page booklet—The First Week of
School—that provides workshop
participants with checklists, lesson
ideas, unit planning, and practical

suggestions on how to build
routines to help them start off on
the right foot during the first week. 

The next three days of YPS
workshops consist of six half-day
‘Start UP’ sessions designed to
provide specific strategies, unit
suggestions, and resources for early
career teachers in core subject
areas (reading, French, PE, math,
social studies, science). Key
materials, such as easy-to-use
resources and relevant strategies
are included to enable the teacher
to be well-prepared  for the first six
to eight weeks of instruction for any
intermediate grade.  

Four Days of Build UP 
For the rest of the school year,

beginning with the PITA Fall
Conference in October at North
Surrey Secondary School, the YPS
program will continue to support
early career teachers by offering
eight Build UP Your Program
Successfully workshops. These
three-hour workshops will provide
further support in various key
subjects such as writing, literature,
and science. In addition, all YPS
workshops are supported by down -
loadable materials and a wiki for
sharing supplemental information. 

Workshops begin during the
week before school and continue on
weekends to enable student
teachers and TTOCs to attend.
Three cohorts are planned, with one

in the Interior in Kelowna and two
in the Metro Vancouver area. 

Ministry, local and 
PSA support

The program is a pilot project
financially supported by the Ministry
of Education and the Abbotsford
and Central Okanagan Teacher
Associations and has been well
received this past year. The program
was described as informative,
practical, useful, and resourceful. 

“I think this is a wonderful
program and we need more like it.” 

The workshops have had a good
response from participants in the
first year of the pilot with 79%
giving the workshop a five out of

five. A preliminary report on the
program has been completed and is
available on the YPS wiki site—pita-
earlycareer.wikispaces.com.

Local Pro D chairs and mentor
teachers are especially encouraged
to make early career teachers aware
of this exciting new program.
Specific workshops are listed on the
PD Calendar and are open to
experienced teachers as well. 

To register for the program, go to
PITA’s website:  www.pita.ca. PD
chairs interested in the YPS
program contact: Ray Myrtle at
president@pita.ca

Ray Myrle, president, Provincial
Intermediate Teachers’ Association.

Pat Fedak teaches Grade 5 at Sullivan Elementary School, Surrey.

http://pita-earlycareer.wikispaces.com
http://www.pita.ca
mailto:president@pita.ca
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Antibullying programs: Do we 
have it right yet?

By Carol Battaglio

Bullying has been around since
schools were first invented, and for
just as long teachers have exerted
valiant attempts to curb it. Yet,
despite these, sometimes gargan -
tuan efforts at prevention, incidents
of school bullying just won’t seem
to go away. Yes, we have had some
success: on the average, our anti -
bullying efforts have decreased
rates of bullying by about 50%. But,
it is troubling to note that some
schools that have applied compre -
hensive antibullying programs have
experienced increases in bullying of
up to 15%. Is something missing
from our antibullying strategies?  

A retired drama teacher
recounted to me how he and his
friends in Grade 5 harassed an
unfortunate classmate whose only
fault was being 5’ 10,” big, soft, and
awkward. They used to tease, trip,
and shove this unfortunate “giant”
until he broke down in tears. The
teacher advised him he was big
enough to stand up for himself—say
stop, I don’t like that—a tactic that
only intensified the teasing. The
drama teacher still regrets his parti -
cipation in this hurtful behaviour,
and would like to be able to apolo -
gize, even these many years later.

Fortunately, this harassed,
embarrassed, and humiliated victim
did not find a weapon and return to
school to retaliate—perhaps to stab
a student, to shoot his classmates,
or maybe to burn the school down.
If he had, he would have been
labeled as a terrible bully and would
have been punished accordingly,
perhaps suspended permanently
from the school—unless he killed
himself, too. More likely, this
unfortunate boy became a chronic
absentee from school, his academ -
ics deteriorating due to his anxiety
and stress, until he quit school.
(Almost 30% of students who start
Grade 1 do not graduate.)  Subse -
quently, throughout his adult life he
may have suffered underemploy -
ment, chronic depression, and have
anger management problems.

In an ideal world, the teacher
could have intervened on at least
three dimensions: First, individual
(self-identity and self acceptance);
second, belonging and connection
(group dynamics and cliques); and
third, respect for differences
(conformity vs. respect for unique -
ness as a part of school culture).
Currently, most antibullying pro -

grams are limited to positive
encouragement (such as lessons on
the virtues), and negative conse -
quences (such as zero tolerance
and suspensions), with some PR
attention to slogans of social
responsibility. Furthermore, the
schools antibullying attempts tend
to be focused on individual respon -
sibilities and social interaction. We
teach the virtues, courtesy in the
hallway, and fair play on the
playground—worthy enough topics.
But bullying is a process involving
needs for power and self-defense,
not a personality characteristic or a
learned behaviour.

We teach the virtues, 
courtesy in the hallway, and
fair play on the playground—
worthy enough topics. But
bullying is a process involving
needs for power and self-
defense, not a personality
characteristic or a learned
behaviour.

If only there were evil people out
there insidiously committing evil
deeds and it was only necessary to
separate them from the rest of us and
destroy them. 

But the line dividing good and evil
cuts through the heart of every
human being….

– Alexander Solzhenitsyn, 1982
Ask any group of adults if they

have ever been bullied at home,
school, or work, and about 66% will
admit it has happened to them. Ask
how many will admit to being the
bully, and the number will likely be
about 50%. Since a majority of
adults have experienced both being
bullied and being the bully, can we
simply consider bullying as part of
the human condition? Hopefully,
not! Bullying seems to be a role
people play in a given context—
bullied at school, a bully at home, or
vice versa. My research indicates
that bullying is not so much a
“learned behaviour” as it is a
response to a stressful, overwhelm -
ing situation. Yes, anger manage -
ment strategies and enforcing
appropriate consequences help, but
perhaps we also need to shift our
emphasis from fixing individuals
who misbehave toward looking at
what needs to change in the social
culture of the classroom and the

school. The school may be guilty of
committing the “fundamental
attribution error,” a classic axiom in
social psychology:

A failure to recognize the
importance of situational factors in
affecting behaviour, supported by the
inflated belief in the importance of
personality traits and dispositions in
affecting behaviour.

– Ross & Nisbett, 1991
Another error in our current

antibullying strategies may be the
emphasis on behaviour and conse -
quences—the external evidence of
conforming to rules—and a lack of
attention to issues of respect—the
internal engine that produces bully -
ing and aggression. I am referring
not simply to respectful behaviours,
but to a foundation of respect that
includes self-respect and respect for
others within a classroom and
school context that demonstrates
respect for uniqueness. 

In the words of a tomboy, a
victim of bullying: 

I want to encourage [teachers] to
just recognize that people have their
own experience, and…foster the
individuality, yet include similarities of
all of us, the basic fundamental
needs…such as to belong.

Individuals involved in victimiza -
tion are almost universally lacking
in self-respect. Students, aged
10–15, are struggling with
existential issues of self-identity.
When they are unsure of
themselves, others who are
different can represent a potential
threat they may feel a need to
defend against. Without self-
acceptance and self-respect, it is
difficult to respect others! Those
who bully may also lack self-
respect, but many actually have
exaggerated self-esteem, especially
those involved in defending the
boundaries of tight (elite) cliques.
Bullying is often a game of status, a
process of settling the hierarchy in
the classroom. Self-acceptance and
self-respect are winning strategies
in this game.

Sometimes the academic context
of the classroom, dominated by the
need to enforce standards, can
become a force implying a demand
for conformity. If the teacher
exhibits a lack of respect for differ -
ences, it can become a model for
students to follow, and any student
who exhibits differences—whether
different learning styles (LD or
giftedness), early or late physical
maturation, gender differences
(tomboy or gentle male), disabilities
(speech, blindness), differences in
ethnicity or socio-economic status—
loses the respect of the cool group
(respected by the teacher), and in
the status game of bullying
becomes vulnerable to abuses.

Likewise, in a school context
where authoritarian structures are
dominant, the status quo can
become the “right” way, and any
deviation is likely to be interpreted
as pathological and problematical. If
conflict resolution and mediation
are not applied seriously and in a
timely manner so that conflict is
mitigated in the early stages, then
often the victim will be the one who
retaliates with passion—and the
one who bears the blame and the
punishment. As a result, the stu -
dents (who know the inside story)
may lose respect for school author -
ity processes, and proceed to take
the law into their own hands.
Despite all our efforts, bullying wins
again!

The antibullying programs that
emphasize authority-based strate -
gies (to teach good behaviour and
to search and destroy the offenders)
are worthwhile efforts, to be sure,
but are only providing a partial cure.

We need more than an official code
of conduct to make bullying
behaviours unacceptable in our
schools. We need a culture of
respect and acceptance for our -
selves, and for our relationships
with others, and one that is demon -
strated in the day-to-day operation
of the classroom and the school
culture—a challenge to consider as
we plan the coming school year. 

Dr. Carol Battaglio is an elementary
school counsellor, Surrey School
District. 

For workshop information, contact
battaglio_c@sd36.bc.ca, 
604-777-2800.

By Noble Kelly

The BC government recently
announced that all school boards
are now in compliance with Code of
Conduct changes to prohibit bully -
ing in schools. Minister Bond used
February 25, 2009 (Antibullying
Day) to spin her political message
from on high. She made no mention
of the fact that students started this
day in response to the homophobic
bullying of a boy who wore a pink
shirt to school. The Ministry of
Education has turned antibullying
day into a feel good, public relations
campaign while ignoring the true
origins on the day. It is an ideal time
for students, parents, and teachers
to discuss the harms of homopho -
bia, gender-based stereotyping, and
teasing in schools.

Contrary to Education Minister
Bond’s claims, only a handful of
school districts have policies to
protect students from discrimina -
tion based upon their real or
perceived sexual orientation or
gender identity. Most school
districts are not in compliance with
a mandatory Ministerial Order
requiring them to protect students
from discrimination based upon all
of the prohibited grounds in the BC
Human Rights Code.

The Ministry of Education has
time and time again failed to protect
all students from homophobia and
transphobia. They routinely say that
it is up to local school boards to
develop their own policies, while
allowing discrimination in schools
to continue, despite what is now
required of school districts follow -
ing the Azmi Jubran vs. North
Vancouver School Board where a
straight student won a human rights
case against his school board for
failing to protect him from homo -
phobic harassment in secondary
school. 

In April 2005, the BC School
Trustees Association passed a
motion for school boards to develop
policies to protect lesbian, gay,
bisexual, and transgender (LGBT)
students, and those perceived to be
so, based upon their gender identity
or sexual orientation in schools.
The BCTF has also passed similar
policy and developed a PowerPoint
presentation for school trustees
including handouts and speaking
notes for locals. In November 2008,
they held a training session for local
presidents on the need for LGBTQ
policy development.

In the spring of 2007, a motion
was introduced in the legislature to
have sexual orientation and gender
identity added into the School Act as
a prohibited grounds for discrimina -
tion within schools. 

This was partially in response to
the 2003 Safe Schools Task Force,
which travelled around BC, on
behalf of the Liberal Government.
Their report stated: “In nearly every
community visited, no matter how

large or small, individuals made
presentations about the issue of
harassment and intimidation based
on sexual orientation. Presenters
talked about their experience in the
school system and the ways that
homophobic discrimination had led
to harassment and intimidation that
made their schooling difficult. Many
gay and lesbian youth told us that
they dreaded coming to school.”

When the motion came up for
debate it was defeated by the
Liberal government. All NDP MLAs
voted in favour of the motion. Many
spoke passionately about the need
to protect ALL students from
homophobia and transphobia in
schools. MLAs voted upon strict
party lines—save one. All of the BC
Liberal majority MLAs voted against
supporting mandatory protections
for LGBTQ students or those who
are perceived to be so. These
actions beg the question: “ Is the
Ministry of Education empowering
bullies by being a bystander?"

Contrary to Education
Minister Bond’s claims, only a
handful of school districts
have policies to protect 
students from discrimina tion
based upon their real or 
perceived sexual orientation
or gender identity. 

Teachers continue to move
forward on LGBTQ issues despite
the government’s lack of action on
student safety. We have an LGBTQ
action group as part of our Commit -
tee for Action on Social Justice.
They work on developing resources
for classroom teachers, networking
with other social justice contacts in
BC, and building capacity for work
on LGBTQ issues throughout the
province. Local presidents and
social justice contacts are also
work ing for concrete policy changes
at the local level. 

A complete list of LGBTQ
resources for teachers and LGBTQ
policies can be found online at
bctf.ca/SocialJustice.aspx?id=6106.

Noble Kelly teaches at West
Vancouver Secondary School, West
Vancouver.

What can you do?
So, amidst this political shell

game where the Ministry of Educa -
tion avoids their responsibili ties,
what can YOU do to help?
1. Talk and teach about LGBTQ

issues in age-appropriate ways
within your classroom.

2. Draw analogies between
homophobia, transphobia, and
other forms of oppression with
students.

3. Educate yourself on LGBTQ
issues and check out the BCTF
web page on LGBTQ issues.

4. Advocate for safety for ALL
students from homophobia and
transphobia.

5. Ensure that your school has a
Code of Conduct fully in keeping
with Ministerial Order 276/07,
that requires schools to pro-
actively engage with the BC
Human Rights Code.

6. Insist your school’s Code of
Conduct policy specifically
protect students based upon their
real or perceived sexual
orientation/gender identity.

7. Start a Gay Straight Alliance Club
in your secondary school.

8. Donate books that positively
reflect LGBTQ realities to your
school library.

9. Make your classroom and school
a homophobia-free zone.
Book a free Pro-D workshop for

your staff on LGBTQ issues at
bctf.ca/SocialJustice.aspx?id=6106.

Is the
ministry
empowering
bullies?

http://bctf.ca/SocialJustice.aspx?id=6106
http://bctf.ca/socialjustice.aspx?id=6106
mailto:battaglio_c@sd36.bc.ca
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Coming out in
elementary school
By David Butler

I woke up with a sick feeling in
the pit of my stomach. I really didn’t
want to have to do this day. I would
rather NOT come out to my seven
music classes—over 200 kids. But, I
knew that it was the right thing to
do. Not just for my students. Not
just for those who will one day
grow up and identify as queer (they
would have the memory of having
at least one teacher who was—and
that it was ok). And not only for my
other students who will eventually
(if not already) develop sexual
feelings for the other sex, but who
will also meet/know many people
who are LGBT throughout their
lives, perhaps even members of
their own families. 

I also had to come out to them,
for me. I am not myself when I have
to lie. When kids ask me if I have a
girlfriend, and I just curtly answer
“no,” I feel smaller. I feel like a big
teachable moment has just slipped
by, but on the other hand, I don’t
want really to deal with it now. I am
trying to get through this music
lesson. And I just don’t want to
open Pandora’s box. Not true. I do
WANT to open it because I am
convinced that such a conversation
might be the most important thing I
could do with them for the whole
year. But it would just be easier if I
didn’t. A simple “no, I don’t have a
girlfriend” to that question and
we’re back on track in the lesson. 

We are also back on track with
heteronormativity within schools.
There is something about school
spaces that make them particularly
heteronormative-like, as part of
your job description, you’ve got to
check your queer identity at the
door of the school to be an
acceptable (and good) teacher. No
straight teacher, I’m sure, feels this
way. No straight teacher would
hesitate to mention their husband
or wife in the staffroom or in an
anecdote to their students. Straight
teachers might not think that
talking about sexual identity is
appropriate in elementary school,
yet they do it everyday when they
talk about their spouses. It’s implicit
and normative.

“What are you doing for Pink T-
shirt Day?” my teacher/social
activist friend asked me two weeks
ago. I wasn’t even aware that it was
coming. At first I imagined this
would be a good time to offer a
lunch-time workshop for my

colleagues on some of the children’s
book/issues on LGBT families and
people. But I knew that wasn’t
enough. I knew coming out to the
kids was the necessary step, even
though it would be so much easier
just to ignore this opportunity
presented by Pink T-shirt Day.

The hardest part of this coming-
out-at-school experience was
breaking the silence. I honestly
didn’t know if I would have any
allies at all. I knew I didn’t have to
tell my principal what I was
planning, after all the VSB’s policies
around LGBTQ issues clearly states
my rights to work in an
environment that is supportive of
queer identities. However, I thought
it best to give my principal a heads
up—I do have to maintain positive
working relationships with my
colleagues and I did not want the
principal to possibly have to answer
phone calls from homophobic
parents without being aware of the
context. 

There is something about
school spaces that make them
particularly heteronormative-
like, as part of your job
description, you’ve got to
check your queer identity at
the door of the school to be
an acceptable (and good)
teacher. No straight teacher,
I’m sure, feels this way.

My principal was great. She
listened to my thoughts around the
meaning of Pink T-shirt Day as it
related to homophobia and she did
not miss a beat in assuring me that
what I wanted to do was not only
appropriate, it would be a special
opportunity for students to learn
about something that is especially
meaningful given their teacher’s
passion around issues of
homophobia. In a discussion with
my VP, I also got the overwhelming
sense that I was supported.

Knowing that I had support was
not only a relief, it gave me further
legitimacy when I approached the
homeroom teachers of my music
classes. One of the bizarre effects of
being in the closet for the last six
months at my school is that I have
not been able to really establish
relationships with my colleagues. I
just have always seemed to have
light conversations with them,

never venturing into dangerous
territory. I would have outed myself
if any conversation went personal
(or even political), but it never
seemed to “go” there. Via a letter I
handed each teacher on the morn -
ing of Pink T-shirt Day, I made my
intentions clear. I answered any
questions/concerns they had and
offered that they could join me in
my class. It was a tremendous
weight off my shoulders to feel their
support at the very moment when I
most needed it. 

The last stage of this outing
adventure was executing my lesson
plan on homophobic bullying, a
lesson that included brainstorming
the words they hear whenever kids
step out of (gender) line. Faggot,
dyke, homo, queer, lesbian, weirdo,
sicko, sissy, etc. were the words that
mostly were suggested from the
kids from Grade 4 to 7. We also
discussed ways that girls and boys
are perceived of as weird if they act
in ways that are not consistent with
gender norms. Girls who play rough
sports, boys who play exclusively
with girls, and girls who play with
action figures were some of the
typical infractions that the classes
generated.

There were some funny mo -
ments. In discussing the term
homophobia, some of the younger
grades had interesting interpreta -
tions. If “homo” means same, and
“phobia“ means fear, then homo -
phobia is the fear of people who are
just like you. If only that were true.
Or this one, homophobia—fear of
the possibility that you might grow
up to be gay. Then there were some
innocent but insightful questions. If
a man becomes a woman, can she
have a baby? Or, after telling the
class how my boyfriend and I were
nearly gay-bashed by a group of six
men who only “let us go” after we
denied we were gay as the trade-off
for saving our teeth (or possibly
more), one boy asked “Are you still
gay?” 

Two special moments come to
mind though as the most endearing
of the day. One quiet girl relayed the
story of her mother’s brother (as she
put it) who got married to a man
and the priest who married them
had to wear a bulletproof vest. She’s
in Grade 5. And another boy who
has been designated with learning
disabilities and never ever seems to
be following any of my classes took
a moment to stop drawing and
blurted out, “Sure, I don’t care if you
are gay” and immediately went back
drawing.

When I got home, I was
exhausted but relieved and excited
all at the same time. Over 200 of my
students had an experience that
they will not readily forget. Some of
them will still grow up to be homo -
phobic, but I am sure that many of
them will never forget that their
elementary music teacher (who was
always fun in class and even
considered cool for playing guitar)
was gay. 

I hope that I will be a symbol of
support to the students who might
start to realize their feelings are
different from many of their peers.
For those students who will grow
up to be straight, I hope their
knowledge that their fun music
teacher was gay will shield them
somewhat from the still prevalent
messages that portray gay people as
lesser. They’ll have first-hand
knowledge that that just isn’t true.

David Butler is a first-year elementary
school teacher, William Van Horne
Elementary School, Vancouver.

Vous enseignez le français
mais ce n’est pas votre
première langue?
Par Alicia Logie

Comment garder ou même
améliorer votre français dans votre
vie quotidienne?

Vous êtes nouveau ou nouvelle
enseignant(e), ou ça fait seulement
quelques années que vous
enseignez. Vous voulez améliorer
votre français pour vous sentir plus
à l’aise en salle de classe MAIS les
cours sont chers, ou difficile
d’accès, les programmes d’été sont
parfois impossibles à suivre avec
une jeune famille et les complexités
de la vie.

Il y a des trucs pour garder votre
français courant, et même
améliorer sa qualité et vous sentir à
l’aise. En voici quelques-uns:

SIMPLE~: combien de temps
passez-vous dans la voiture chaque
jour? Écoutez la radio en français !
Non seulement vous habituerez
votre oreille à écouter un français
soigné et souvent recherché, vous
entendrez des petites leçons sur le
français correct avec «~Les capsules
linguistiques~» (aussi disponible sur
le site après diffusion) qui corrigent
les calques de l’anglais ou
suggèrent des emplois variés
d’expressions intéressantes.
www.radio-canada.ca/ OU sur votre
ordinateur~: Rock Détente
www.rockdetente.com/quebec et
CKOI www.ckoi.com/top_franco.php
deux postes en français de musique
populaire.

BONUS~: vous entendrez parler
d’événements dans la communauté
francophone de chez nous et les
préoccupations actuelles de cette
communauté- de quoi beaucoup
discuter avec vos élèves!!

MONDAIN~:vous faites votre liste
d’épicerie? Faites-la en français?
Petits mots pour vous rappeler de
faire une tâche à la maison?
Appeler votre mère? Faites-le en
français!! Rien de plus facile que de
mettre un peu de français dans
votre vie ordinaire!

TÉLÉPHONIQUE~: vous avez un
répondeur ou une boîte vocale?
Composez un message bilingue
(français en premier)! Vous serez
surpris du nombre de gens dans
votre vie qui parlent bien français
ou qui tentent de faire revivre leur
français d’école secondaire!
(comme le pharmacien du coin qui
a trouvé ma carte oubliée et m’a
laissé un gentil message en français
«cassé»- quel bel effort!) Et les
autres sont tout simplement
impressionnés par vos efforts!

Et lorsque vous avez le choix de
langues lors des appels…vous
savez…choisissez le 1 pour l’anglais
le 2 pour le français…Choisissez le
français! Non seulement vous
pratiquez votre français, mais vous
dites aux entreprises qu’il y a
beaucoup de clients qui veulent des
services en français! (parfois c’est
même plus rapide aussi- il y a
moins de gens sur les lignes
francophones…)

Même chose au guichet
automatique~: choisissez le
français- vous connaissez les
boutons de toute façon mais vous
mettez plus de mots français devant
vos yeux tous les jours!

CULTUREL~: Il y a de nombreuses
activités culturelles en français en
Colombie-Britannique- commencez
avec le Centre culturel de votre
région et décidez d’aller voir une
pièce de théâtre, amenez vos
enfants à un festival etc. Invitez vos
collègues d’école qui parlent aussi
français! Ça fait des sorties
agréables et vous donne souvent
des idées pour la salle de classe!
www.lecentreculturel.com/html/
(pageacc.html) Centre culturel
www.seizieme.ca/ Théâtre de la
seizième

Il y a aussi beaucoup de films qui

passent en français - consultez les
listes!

Vous pouvez même organiser un
groupe d’amis et acheter des billets
au prix de groupe! Quelques belles
soirées tous les ans qui ne coûtent
pas cher.

ÉVIDENT~: lire est une des façons
les plus abordables de conserver sa
pensée en français- Sophia Books
www.sophiabooks.com/ à
Vancouver vous aidera à faire un
bon choix ou même commander un
titre qui n’est pas disponible sur
leurs étagères. Mais, vous trouverez
aussi tout ce que vous voulez sur
Internet, et même des copies
usagées beaucoup moins chères.
Vous pouvez même commencer un
petit club de lecture pour lire,
discuter ensemble avec des amis ou
collègues- une bonne excuse pour
prendre un bon verre de vin!

Mais, ne vous arrêtez pas au
romans si ce n’est pas votre style~:
il y a des revues, des articles, des
journaux! Abonnez-vous à celui
que vous préférez et vous serez
motivé à lire régulièrement. Le tout
est disponible sur Internet aussi-
FACILE!

AMICAL; Vous avez un ami ou
une amie qui cherchent aussi à
pratiquer son français ou un gentil
francophone qui parle mieux que
vous? Planifiez des rencontres
amicales dans un pub ou un
restaurant et faites-les EN
FRANÇAIS- le plaisir et la langue en
même temps. Encore mieux, allez
où vous pourriez vous faire servir
en français! Il y a beaucoup de bons
restaurants et bistrots où les
serveurs parlent aussi français!

MUSICAL~:i-Pod, radio, stéréo à
la maison? Il est facile d’écouter la
musique en français partout- même
en travaillant sur ton ordinateur-
ouvrir CKOI FM (Montréal) et la
laisser jouer pendant que vous
travaillez! Vous ne savez pas ce qui
est bon ou populaire en français?
Vous ne savez pas ce que vous
aimez? Le site de CKOI donne la
liste francophone des chansons les
plus populaires – écoutez un extrait
pour décider si vous aimez la
chanson ou pour suivre le lien vers
le site du groupe ou chanteur et
pour écouter d’autres disques- ou
même l’acheter en ligne!

MACHINAL~: Vous avez souvent
le choix de langue que vous voulez
sur des appareils à la maison~:
téléphone cellulaire, fax ou
scanneur, magnétoscope, micro-
onde. Je vous encourage d’oser les
faire fonctionner en français~: oui
c’est un peu difficile au début mais
de plus en plus naturel après et quel
vocabulaire vous apprendrez!

ULTIME! Épargner de l’argent
pour des vacances familiales en
français- le Québec, la France, ou
une de ces jolies petites îles où vous
trouverez un beau mariage du soleil
et du français! Quel délice! Et quelle
belle récompense pour votre travail
ardu d’enseigner et de partager
cette langue qui n’est pas la vôtre!
Bravo!

Alicia Logie est conseillère péda-
gogique pour le programme d'im-
mersion à Surrey (#36), elle est aussi
la présidente de l’ACPI. Alicia
enseigne également des cours au sein
du programme de la formation des
maîtres à UBC.  

Summary
How do you keep French in your

life when French is not your first
language but you teach French? Can
you even improve your French
when you live in an English-
speaking community? Here are a
whole menu of fun and easy ways
to maintain the French in your
everyday life—an essential
professional ability for teachers of
French as a second language.

http://www.seizieme.ca
http://www.ckoi.com/top_franco.php
http://www.rockdetente.com/quebec
http://www.radio-canada.ca/
http://www.sophiabooks.com/
http://www.lecentreculturel.com/html/
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Now I remember why I became a teacher 
By Anne Jardine

As a recent retiree and occasional
TTOC, I was called out to cover for
a socials teacher at the secondary
school where I had worked for 29
years—most of my career. 

It was November 4, the day of the
exciting US election. I was dis -
patched to this assignment because
the classroom teacher was hosting
the school’s Human Rights Sympo -
sium, an event where all the senior
socials classes were assembled to
hear several speakers recount their
experiences as survivors of geno -
cide. My job was mostly to take
attendance each block and then
accompany the senior classes to the
school theatre; thus, the regular
teacher was free to over-see
hospitality and logistics for the
overall event. 

impossible adversity. Their experi -
ences spanned 30 years from 1944
to 1974, times long past. The
speakers were elderly and dignified,
offering their loss and pain as a gate
to understanding for the young. 

Modern times are much gentler,
less extreme. We would like to
believe that humanity would learn
from the past, that children would
be protected from such brutality.
But then came tall, well-spoken, 26-
year-old Christian Butera who had
fled the genocide in Rawanda in the
mid-1990s, having witnessed the
most vicious atrocities, including
the violent deaths of most of his
family members. As an eleven year
old, he was able to escape abduc -
tion into the army, he was even -
tually reunited with his mother, and
was evacuated to Canada from a
Kenyan refugee camp. This young
man managed to maintain his
sanity and pursue his education
here in Canada, recently completing
his master’s degree, currently
working on his law degree at
McGill. His lesson falls within the
lifetime of his young listeners, yet
perhaps it is most powerful because
modern times are supposedly more
humane. 

The tragedy of our modern times
is that Rwanda’s violent up heaval is
not an isolated experi ence. Such
atrocities are echoed in Somalia,
the Congo, Uganda, Iraq, Sri Lanka,
China, Burma, in the Gaza, in
Afghanistan, and the list goes on.
Human rights are as fragile and
vulnerable as ever. As a world, we
seem to have learned from history
only how to harm and terrorize one
another. Children are still subjected
to abuse and exploitation, and
forced to endure unimaginable
horrors in order to survive. 

At this point, I would like to
express heartfelt thanks to the
teachers of the BCTF Social Justice
Program who recruited this group of
speakers and sponsored this
thought-provoking day. It was clear
that the audience connected to the
issues. Student responses revealed
their growing understanding of the
reasons why human rights must be
respected and protected. 

It would have been an amazing
day for me if it had only encompas -
sed the Human Rights Symposium,
but after accompanying the seniors,
I had to miss the final session of the
symposium to go back to the
classroom for the last block of the
day and teach a group of Grade 8s. I
had a distinct sense of foreboding
as I wondered how to deliver a
lesson on the feudal system of the
Middle Ages. 

My dread was confirmed when
the students marched into the class-
room complaining that they had not
been allowed to attend the sympo -
sium. They heard the buzz  about
the presentations in the theatre, and
they wanted to be there. They were
offended that they were considered
too young to be part of the sympo -
sium. One girl commented that she
had read The Diary of Anne Frank
and The Upstairs Room when she
was in grade six, had recently read
The Boy in the Striped Pajamas, and
felt she was quite aware of what
had happened in the Holocaust.
One of the boys father was currently
reading Shake Hands with the Devil,
and he was impatient for his him to
finish  so he could borrow it. Both
were indignant that the school
thought they should be protected
from historical realities. I briefly
summarized the sessions I had
attended and expressed my own

Human rights are as fragile
and vulnerable as ever. As a
world, we seem to have
learned from history only
how to harm and terrorize
one another.

regret about not being able to go to
the final discussion, which was
focused on how to defend human
rights and prevent such abuses in
the future.

I turned the class toward their
Middle Ages lesson and posed to
the students the question that had
been vaguely troubling me all day
as I considered the themes of sur -
vival, courage, personal resilience,
and the darker human motivations
of crimes against humanity. I asked
the students if the structures that
we devise as civilized cultures
somehow lead us to allow and even
condone hatred, violence, war, and
torture. They were intrigued by the
question. They speculated that
violence fulfills a deep need that
may be part of human nature. They
had recently studied the Roman and
Byzantine Empires, and the Bar -
barian Invasions. They acknowl -
edged that classical Rome had been
very advanced in ideas of demo -
cracy, engineering, and the arts, and
yet also militarily aggressive,
conquering neighbouring countries
to expand the Roman empire until
barbarian invasions eventually put a
stop to Rome’s over-expansion. 

That led us to our topic of the
day, the medieval feudal system. We
considered the textbook pyramid-
shaped diagram that depicted the
peasants and serfs at the bottom,
the townsfolk, vassals, lords, clergy,
and finally royalty at the top. I put
the question into more specific
terms—did the social framework of
the feudal system somehow lead to
violence? This structure does indeed
portray the rights of the powerful to
exploit those below, promoting

As their sketch progressed, it
began to look like a web woven by
a family of jumpy spiders. The group
was bursting with suggestions, and
questions. The students tried to
draw in the role of defense and
military structures within this
model. Someone questioned
whether it was necessary to put that
in. Their discussion moved into
what a conflict resolution system
might look like if it were not
military. 

The student notekeepers were
trying to capture all the suggestions,
when suddenly the bell rang to end
the day. Many of the students
seemed surprised. One thanked me
for coming in to sub for the day. A
couple of others expressed their
wonder that the study of history is
relevant to real life. I responded that
I thought our discussion was very

Health and Safety
What do you do if...
By Karen Langenmaier

Students in your school or class
have Fifth disease?

If you are pregnant or planning to
get pregnant, go to your doctor right
away to find out if you have the
antibodies against Fifth. (Actually,
you should do this before you get
pregnant). If you do not have the
antibodies, have your doctor write
you a note to confirm this. Contact
your local president and then tell
your administrator that you cannot
work in that school. Your employer
needs to either accommodate you
by assigning you to another
worksite or place you on a priority
TTOC list. You can use your sick
days for the days you don’t work
and if you have a fair and reason -
able employer, they will not dock
your sick-day bank. This has hap -
pened in some school districts. You
cannot file a WCB claim as you are
protecting your unborn child who is
not a worker and WCB only covers
workers. (See Section 6.5 of the
BCTF Occupational Health & Safety
Manual.)
You are threatened by a student
or parent?

If you feel threatened and your
workplace is not safe, contact your
local president and tell your admini -
strator that you are refusing unsafe
work. (See Section 11 of the
Manual.)

Fill out a WCB 6A form and give it
to your administrator with copies to
your local president and site-based
health and safety committee. The
6A form will initiate an investiga -
tion through which a risk assess -
ment is done, subsequent recom -
mendations made and a safety plan
is designed to keep you and all
other workers, associated with the
student/parent, safe. A safety plan
is written to keep workers safe. It is
not the same as a behaviour plan
written to shape a student’s
behaviour. The safety plan should
be developed by a committee
including the workers associated
with the student/parent. The safety
plan should be reviewed regularly.
(See Sections 5 and 8 of the
Manual.)
You are volunteering at your local
office and you hurt yourself?

You fill out a 6A form and submit
it to your local president who is
your employer at the time. An
investigation and recommendations
will follow. (See Section 5 of the
Manual.)
You are attending a zone meeting
and you hurt yourself?

You fill out a 6A form and submit
it to Donna Coulombe in the
Executive Offices of the BCTF.
You plan to work in the evening
finishing off your report cards or
other work?

Tell your administrator when you
will be in. Make a plan to check in
and check out to ensure that you
are safe while working alone. (See
Section 8 of the Manual.)
Your school is planning to be, or
is, under contruction/renovation?

The site-based joint health and
safety committee should have
regular meetings with the construc -
tion team to discuss building plans,
building schedule, emergency
routes, and schedule of inspections
relative to the building schedule.
(See Section 3 of the Manual and
request a BCTF con struction/
renovation workshop.)
The summer is warm and hot?

Wear a hat, slap on some sun -
screen, drink plenty of fluids, play
with your kids, lie in a hammock in
the shade, read a trashy novel, and
don’t think about work until you
absolutely have to.

Karen Langenmaier is the BCTF
health and saftey officer for 
prevention.

abstract. That was, in the opinion of
one boy, why it was important:
“Talking and thinking about big
ideas like where war comes from is
something we don’t usually get to
do. That’s why socials is my
favourite class. What we talked
about today made us think about
everything. If that’s what abstract is,
then we should do more of it.”  

A group of students remained
gathered at the board around their
straggly diagram, debating their
ideas. These were Grade 8s—five
minutes after the bell! A bit later the
classroom teacher returned from
the Human Rights Symposium, and
was glad to see a few of his young
students so engaged in related
themes. 

I realized my last period lesson
was not neat—we did not wrap it all
up with tidy answers. But students
were excited about history, war,
peace, human rights. They were
asking questions, offering opinions,
and thinking about our culture’s
collective life—social studies. This
TTOC day was one of the highlights
of my career. The symposium made
me feel proud of the school, of my
colleague who helped organize this
opportunity for his students, and of
the senior students whose empathy
was revealed in their thoughtful
questions. 

Examining the way violence
recycles through millennia sharpen -
ed the urgency of the need for
peace, the need for affirming human
rights. I was also proud that my
colleague nurtured such a strong
sense of inquiry in his Grade 8 class.
My hope for the future was re-
newed when these students shared
their curiosity and enthusiasm. The
idea that our cultural structures
might help to perpetuate violence
was new for all of us, as together
we tried to figure out how
civilization works. 

This remarkable day reaffirmed
my reasons for having chosen
teaching as my life’s work. 

Anne Jardine is a retired teacher and
occasional TTOC, Edgewater.

Two presenters had been children
during the WWII Holocaust. Julius
Maslovat, born Yedele Henecho -
wicz, was an 18-month-old baby
when he was tossed over the fence
of a concen tration camp to the arms
of a relative who smuggled him out
of Poland to France where he was
soon adopted by a Danish family.
Both his parents and all his other
relatives died in the camps, and the
boy grew up unaware of his narrow
escape. He eventually discovered
the details through his research as a
young man and he later wrote a
children’s book to tell the amazing
story. Robbie Waisman was impri -
soned with his mother but then
secretly moved into the infirmary of
the concentration camp where
medical staff had improvised a
nursery for children too young to
work in the forced labour squads.
Waisman, whose parents were
killed in Buchenwald, was liberated
by a young African-American GI,
and the image was captured in a
famous WWII news photo. The  boy
traced his rescuer and they
remained friends for many years.
Herman Alpine was robbed of his
childhood in St. Eugene’s Mission, a
native residential school in Cran -
brook where he endured and
witnessed every kind of abuse. As a
five-year-old boy, his beautiful
braids were cut off, his head was
shaved, disinfectant was poured
over his raw scalp, and when he
cried from the sting of it, he was
beaten with a strap. Each night in
the dormitory, a chorus of sobbing
children cried each other to sleep.
One of his friends had a younger
brother who wet the bed. Whenever
this happened, the boy was made to
wear his brother’s soiled sheets
wrapped around him like a cloak.
Fed very poorly, the children were
constantly hungry. They lived in
continual fear of cruel punishment
for the smallest offense. Sexual
abuse of the children was a com -
mon practice. The presenter told of
his rage as a young adult, his
descent into a life of violence,
crime, prison, and alcoholic despair,
and finally his ongoing efforts to
reclaim his identity and his health.
These three individuals embodied
triumph of the human spirit over

Modern times are much 
gentler, less estreme. We
would like to believe that
humanity would learn from
the past, that children would
be protected from such 
brutality.

abuse within the structure; and
when two such societies compete
for land rights, wars and invasions
occur. These Grade 8 students could
easily point out the inequities and
the problems of the medieval hier -
ar chal model of social organization.
They could see many ways in which
such a system might lead to vio -
lence and war. But in contrast, they
also pointed out that democracy is
much better—when it works like it’s
supposed to, it is not at all like the
feudal system. 

Their evidence was that the
possible election of Obama that
very day marked a new direction for
modern democracy, that even the
fact that Obama was running for
president was a sign that the United
States was moving beyond its
violent history of prejudice and
racism. I asked them what a
diagram of a modern democratic
structure might look like in compar -
is on to the feudal triangular outline.
Two volunteers came up and drew
their concepts on the board, with
suggestions from the rest of the
class. They drew circles and arrows
indicating representation, com -
muni cation, responsibility. The
ideas of choice and consensus as
well as terms of service and rotation
of leadership made the diagram
explode with rays or spokes poking
out, more like a star or a sparkler
than a pyramid. 

“Talking and thinking about
big ideas like where war
comes from is something we
don’t usually get to do. That’s
why socials is my favourite
class. What we talked about
today made us think about
everything. If that’s what
abstract is, then we should do
more of it.”
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Failure: a means to success
By Robert Stelmach

I've missed more than 9,000 shots
in my career. I've lost almost 300
games. 26 times I've been trusted to
take the game winning shot and
missed. I've failed over and over and
over again in my life and that is why I
succeed. – Michael Jordan.

Recently on CBC Radio, I heard a
discussion between the renowned
Michael Enright, host of CBC’s
Sunday Edition, and three prominent
and concerned educators. The
subject for discussion was whether
or not the current policy of not
failing students is ruining their
possibilities in later life. 

…many educators and 
parents have come to the
belief that young people in
school should not be failed
for fear that such failure will
lower their self-esteem and
hamper their growth. It is as
if, by wiping failure off our
children’s map, we will feel
better about ourselves; if 
failure no longer exists, we
have done a good job.

Where would we be today
without failure and the subsequent
success that failure can lead to?
Would we have the telephone,
space travel, or modern medicine?
Most great scientific and technical
advancements have been made
because of years and years of trial
and error.

Few of us think in this way, but
perhaps we should—babies learn to
crawl and toddlers learn to walk by
turning failure into success. We do
not see their falling down as failure
or in any negative light at all. As
parents, we see each step forward
or backward as growth. So why are
we so obsessed with our own
failure, and more particularly that of
our children?

Why must we always treat failure
as negative? Why must we always
threaten those who have failed,
especially young people in school,
as if failure is the worst thing that
could ever happen? Why not teach
our children that failure is nothing
but a signal, a sign along the road
of life, reminding us to “check the
map, there’s a better way.” 

Admittedly, when faced with
failure, particularly that of our
children, it isn’t as simple as
checking a map or a GPS for new
directions. Hard work and a great
deal of soul-searching have to be
part of the journey. A total remap -
ping of our current path may be
necessary. A few or many mistakes
may have to be made before a
person works out their directions. 

And once on track, there will be
more hard work

ahead to keep focused and on the
road to success. There may also
come a time, later in life, when this
new road no longer suits the
changing times. Take these current
times as an example. A whole new
path may need to be mapped out.
Why not give our children the tools
not only to survive now, but also as
adults?

On this road to success,
forgiveness plays an important role.
Here, I am not talking simply about
forgiving our children, but forgiving
ourselves as parents, teachers, and
school boards as well. Too often,
we, as caregivers, take on the
responsibility of our children’s
failure and make it our own. 

We feel the guilt of their
failure and

as a result take it as our duty to
make things right, when in truth,
apart from offering positive support,
we can do nothing to right someone
else’s failure. The only person we
can really change is ourselves.

Perhaps, it is our sense of guilt
that misconstrues such a maxim as
“failure is not an option.” Tradition -
ally the phrase has meant “never
give up.” However, more recently,
many educators and parents have
come to the belief that young
people in school should not be
failed for fear that such failure will
lower their self-esteem and hamper
their growth. It is as if, by wiping
failure off our children’s map, we

will feel better
about ourselves; if
failure no longer
exists, we have
done a good job.

But in truth,
can we rid others
or ourselves of
failure?
Absolutely not.
Failure is as

Teachers teaching on call: Frustrated and discouraged
By Kelly Shields

A survey of Teachers Teaching on
Call was conducted earlier this year;
996 responses were received. In
addition, TTOCs who attended zone
meetings were invited to write short
pieces outlining the challenges they
have faced in their work.

A number of these personal
statements are reproduced below

interspersed with data gained from
the survey.

The largest proportion of
TTOCs (36.2%) are between
25- and 34-years-old; 80.5%
of them are female.
TTOCs face major obstacles:

“The callout list appears to be
preferential rather than rotational 
(fairness).

“Their hours worked do not build
toward internal seniority (within a
district), which eventually could
lead to being hired in the district.
(New TTOCs need to be told this at
the time of hiring.)

“The district’s retired teachers
who come back as TTOCs are put
on the same list as the regular
TTOCs and these retired teachers
are (appear to be) requested by their

barely able to make ends meet and
had my child in daycare more than
at home. After three years, little has
changed. When I’m sick, I work. I
can’t afford to miss work nor can I
afford the medications needed for
my illness. I fear for my daughter’s
future medical or dental needs as
well as my own. As teachers, we
care about people. We care about
social justice issues, yet we neglect
our own colleagues, TTOCs, who
often live below the poverty line
and struggle. I love being a teacher
but I do not feel, as a TTOC, that I
am protected within my profession.

“After working in the same
position for several weeks, a TTOC
was not given the temporary
position, but instead it was given to
a different TTOC who had less

Because you want work, you want
to teach, you want to make a
difference, and you hope at the end
of the day that you can get a
contract, pay your bills, have more
work. At the end of the day, you
write your notes, plan your next
day, and leave. Hopefully, you’ll

much a part of human existence as
life itself. 

Besides, children know when
they have failed. We can’t hide it
from them. We might believe that
our intentions are positive, but what
we are really doing is replacing a
truth with a wannabe truth. Is this
one of the survival skills we want to
teach them? The only thing we
really are doing is deceiving
ourselves and hurting our children. 

I am not suggesting that we drop
them off in the middle of a figura -
tive desert to fend for themselves.
We do have responsibility. But
perhaps, our responsibility is not to
shield our children from failure, but
to give them the tools to overcome
failure, to put it into perspective, to
see failure as part of the process of
moving toward success. 

Just as failure does not have to be
looked at as a finality, success, in
general, should not be defined as a
gold medal at the end of a race, but
rather the process that makes the
race worthwhile and helps a person
to reach their own goal. Let us help
young people to realize that failure
only exists when he or she gives up.

The road to helping our children
become responsible and successful
adults starts with understanding
them, as individuals, truly under -
standing exactly what is getting in
their way, and maybe, what in us is
also hampering them. 

By changing ourselves, by accept -
ing our own failures, frailties, and
vulnerabilities, and learning from
them—seeing failure not as a
burden, but as a means to change—
we can be the model for our
children’s growth and their learning
to live better, healthier, and more
productive lives.

Let’s face it, failure is here to stay.
Failure will never die. For the sake
of our children, let’s embrace it.
Let’s see failure for what it really is:
nature’s tool to remind us that
change is necessary, change is
possible, and change is within their
grasp. Then, let’s watch as our
children truly soar.

Robert Stelmach, (aka Max Tell), 
troubadour, author, and musician.
www.maxtell.ca

staff. When we arrive at schools
some people will just pass you by,
and not even offer a friendly hello.
We do not have fellow employees to
socialize and collaborate with.

“Most of the time, the benefits
outweigh the challenges. However,
we cannot ignore the challenges
that face TTOCs in BC.”

45% of those who
responded supplemented
their income with non-
TTOC work.

“After many years of hard work in
university, most teachers begin their
careers as TTOCs. The experiences
we have as TTOCs are often very
different from what we had
imagined during our professional
training. Morning callouts and not
knowing if and when there will be
work (and pay!) make the job highly
stressful. Lack of Pro-D funds in
some districts and lack of pay on
Pro-D days hold us back from
pursuing the professional develop -
ment that is so important in a
teaching career. With callout sys -
tems that make the job competitive,
newer TTOCs may feel like they
need to ‘promote’ themselves rather
than acting as professionals.”

44.6% work less than 70
days a year; only 8.4% were
able to work 111 to 130 days.

teacher friends (still employed) over
the regular TTOCs.”

“When I started TOCing I was a
single mother with a three-year-old
and a huge student loan. I was
thrilled to be hired but disheartened
at the lack of days I was called.
Working three jobs (TTOCing,
tutoring, and waitressing), I was

Only 28.15% were working
for four consecutive full-day
assignments.

seniority (first year vs, third year).”
“When you walk into the class -

room all eyes are on you. Some are
judging your clothes, your walk, and
your manner. “Is this one going to
be good?” think some, “Is this one
weak?” think others. So you teach
what is left for you. Some kids test
you, others just listen. You work
hard to make a good impression on
your students and teacher. Why?

TTOCs accrue seniority on
the fourth day in any
assignment.

come back!” 
“There are many ups and downs

associated with being a TTOC but I
try to focus on the positive.

“It is common for me to wake up
not knowing if I will work that day. I
become anxious and nervous not
knowing when I will work again.
Also, because TTOCs have such an
unpredictable work schedule, we
don’t get the guaranteed pay
cheque that other teachers receive.
It is very hard for us to set a budget,
because we never know how much
we will make in one month.

“Most TTOCs don’t receive
medical or dental benefits. How can
we continue to be healthy teachers
and role models for our students, if
we aren’t supported by our
employer? Along with this, we do
not get paid to attend a Pro-D day.

“Life as a TTOC can be quite
isolating in that we don’t get to
build camaraderie with a specific

“The ultimate teacher to teach 
for has:
• typed out lesson plans including

times.
• expectations clearly delineated—I

will mark your papers if you are
organized—that’s a great deal.

• an organized, structured, and
clean classroom.

• a neat desk.
• a seating plan—desks are not

together.
• objectives.
• dynamic (involvement) atmos -

phere in the classroom—I know
you care and the kids will
probably want to learn as well.

• a way to follow-up to make sure
that I did a good job.

Kelly Shields is Assistant Director,
BCTF Collective Agreement and
Protective Services Division.

78.5% of the TTOCs who
responded to the survey
earned under $30,000 a year.
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Exclusive Offer

Too cool for school  
Bell? What bell?

Ports of Call:
Ketchikan, Glacier Bay scenic cruising, Skagway, Juneau, Tracy Arm 

Your package includes:
• 7 nights accommodation aboard ms Zuiderdam
• All meals aboard ship
• Taxes and port charges
• Special BCTF inclusion—with 32 passengers or more booked, this 

cruise will include a free BCTF member-only cocktail party and 
fun group events with a cruise host.

Cruise prices are changing regularly, so call for the 
most up-to-date pricing.

Call:   1-877-778-8717
Click:  www.bctfadvantage.ca
Visit:  Your nearest BCAA office

Enjoy 7 nights
aboard Holland
America Lines 
ms Zuiderdam
while your 
colleagues go
back to school!

September 5–12, 2009

Just so you know: Prices are per person, based on two sharing and includes all taxes. Subject to availability at
time of booking. Gratuities, insurance and items of a personal nature are extra. Specialty restaurants may have
extra charge. Supplier’s terms & conditions apply.

Relax. We’ve got it covered.TFEU

The BCTF
Advantage
Program
What’s new?

This spring, several new partners
and new products have been added
to the BCTF Advantage Program.
Those in attendance at the AGM
had the opportunity to meet the
new partners and see something of
the new offerings, some of which is
already on the BCTF Advantage
website. Here’s an overview and the
contact informa tion for the others,
who will have their own links on
our website.

Ellis Mortgages
Ellis Mortgages is the newest

member of the BCTF Advantage
Program and will provide BC
teachers with access to a wide
variety of mortgage options from
virtually every mortgage lender in
Canada.

Through the BCTF Advantage
Program, teachers can have a free
mortgage review to determine if
Ellis Mortgages can:
• reduce mortgage payments.
• pay less interest to your lender.
• get access to more money

without increasing your payment.
Any BCTF Advantage member

with a mortgage, especially those
currently paying a fixed rate
mortgage, can have Ellis Mortgages
quickly make simple changes that
could benefit teachers by hundreds
of dollars per month.
Ellis Mortgages Canada:  604-739-
0320, www.emcmortgages.ca

Royal LePage Westside
Daniel Lavery, of Royal LePage

Westside, has assembled a group of
realtors throughout the province
who can offer an exceptional
benefit to teachers. Lavery has
made it possible for teachers to
enjoy a significant savings and
rewards program on real estate
transactions throughout BC. His
exclusive offer applies to teachers:
• selling property, businesses, or

homes.
• purchasing property, businesses,

or homes.
• referring the real estate needs of

family, friends, neighbors, and
associates.
Lavery is offering 25% savings on

real estate commissions on pur -
chases, sales, and all third-party
referral real estate transaction
commissions.
Contact Daniel Lavery, 604-261-
9311, daniellavery@royallepage.ca

Industrial Alliance Pacific
The BCTF has been partnered

with Industrial Alliance Pacific (IAP)
for nearly 30 years, providing
optional life insurance to contract
teachers, teachers on call, their
spouses, and children. From May 5
to June 30, 2009, IAP is making a
special offering to all BCTF
members through a mail-out, which
you will have received in your
school.

The offer is a simple one:
$25,000 of Critical Illness insurance,
guaranteed acceptance, regardless
of your medical history. This
insurance will be payable to
teachers contracting any one of 18
listed diseases. The tax-free
payment may be used however you
choose. Teachers’ spouses are also
eligible for this one-time,
acceptance-guaranteed, offer. More
information is available on the
BCTF Advantage website—under
Insurance.
bctfadvantage.ca
www.iapacific.com/bctf.html

Vehicles
Members of the advantage

program are now eligible for a
vehicle purchase program arranged
for us through BCAA. Right now,
advantage program members will

receive $500 in free fuel with the
purchase of a pre-owned vehicle at
selected dealerships. Every vehicle
will also receive a free 143-point
BCAA inspection with report, and a
free BCAA basic membership or
$100 off the vehicle’s extended
warranty.

This offer is available at
Destination Chrysler, Destination
Toyota, Richmond Honda, and
Surrey Honda.

Are you retired 
or just dreaming 
of it?

If you are, the BCTF Advantage
Plan has a party invitation with your
name on it. 

We know that September is the
best time to enjoy the sound of no
school bell so we have planned a
big event in Alaska that you won’t
want to miss.

Get your personal invitation with
special pricing on the BCTF
Advantage—Too Cool For School
cruise in September 2009.

To get your personal invitation
with all the details, e-mail your
name and address to group.services
@bcaa.com or call 1-877-778-8717.

Travel medical 
insurance basics

Many British Columbians are
surprised to learn that their provin -
cial healthcare coverage may not
provide full coverage in other parts
of Canada and could leave them
without any medical insurance if
they are travelling in the United
States or another foreign country.
Why do I need travel insurance? 

Today’s medical costs are very
high—especially when you are
travelling out of province. An
unforeseen illness or accident while
travelling (even if you’re just
crossing the border for a few hours
or a few days) can put you and your
family in dire financial straits.

If you are forced to reschedule,
delay or cancel a trip, travel
insurance can also cover the cost of
cancelled flights, rebooking travel
or coming home early.
What should I look for in travel
insurance? 
1. Travel Medical Insurance—to
cover the costs of medical
emergencies while travelling.  
These costs include: 
• Emergency medical treatment 
• Hospital expenses 
• Doctor bills not paid by BC 

Medical 
• Ambulance service 
• Prescription drugs 
• Emergency dental treatment

2. Trip Cancellation/Trip Interrup -
tion insurance—to reimburse non-
refundable pre-paid travel costs if
your trip is cancelled before you
leave or interrupted after your trip
has begun.
What type of plan do I need? 
• If you only travel outside of BC
once or twice a year, a single trip
plan is easy and economical. 
• If you travel more than twice a
year, your best value may be a
multi-trip policy for the whole year.
What should I know before I buy
travel insurance?

You should find out how much
medical coverage for travel you
have in your healthcare insurance
plan including any employee health
benefit plan. Then you need to
consider how much travelling you’ll
be doing, how you’ll be travelling

and where you’ll be going. A one-
time cruise in the Mediterranean
will require different coverage than
frequent weekend trips to
Washington State.

Discuss your travel plans with
your BCAA insurance agent and
choose the option that fits your
needs.

For more information, go to
bctfadvantage.ca or call 1-877-778-
8717.

2009 World Police
& Fire Games

From July 31 to August 9, BC is
playing host to the 2009 World
Police & Fire Games (WPFG), and
yes, admission is free!

From Chilliwack to Whistler, we
will see more than 12,000 athletes
compete in everything from hockey
to soccer and boxing to tug-o-war.
Our communities are gearing up to
host local heroes—and heroes from
around the world. 

The largest hockey tournament of
its kind will be played at Burnaby 8
Rinks. World-class soccer is at
Swanguard Stadium. There’s curling
in New Westminster and golf in
Whistler. The Grouse Grind
Mountain Race is even one of the
events. Plus, there’s muster, police
action pistol, ultimate firefighter,
police service dogs and the stair
race competitions.

“These Games attract competitors
in their 20s…and in their 70s,” says
Stu Ballantyne, CEO. “For specta -
tors, it’s an opportunity to cheer on
the folks who run into emergency
situations while the rest of us are
running out!”

With each athlete paying their
own way, and bringing friends and
family with them, the event is
expected to have an impact on the
local economy of over $50 million. 

Event sponsors play key roles in
funding the Games and delivering a
world-class experience. For
example, BCAA has established a
program that benefits law enforce -
ment officers and firefighters
around the province while directly
supporting the Games’ Legacy Fund
benefiting three local charities—The
Burn Fund, Kidsport, and The Law
Enforcement Torch Run. 

BCAA’s Group Affinity Program is
open to athletes, law enforcement
and firefighters—as well as fans. As
a member of the program, every
time you purchase insurance and
travel products from BCAA—you
save money and you’re helping to
leave a legacy. 

Volunteer
The games will not be possible

without the time and talent of more
than 2500 volunteers. From key
leadership roles to on-the-ground
taskmasters, volunteers will play an
integral role in hosting the world for
10 days—and during many events
leading up to the Games.

To register as a volunteer, visit
www.2009wpfg.ca.

For more information, e-mail:
askjill@2009wpfg.ca.

At its April 23–25 Annual General
Meeting in Kelowna, representa -
tives of boards of education took a
strong stand in favour of increased
advocacy with the provincial
government for adequate school
board budgets. BCSTA President
Connie Denesiuk said in a news
release, “Trustees are very con -
cerned that the excellent education
system that BC enjoys today will be
compromised by cuts to programs
and services.”

Denesiuk also said that trustees
would be making their views known
to all MLA candidates and asked
trustees to speak up strongly for
public education in their local
communities. 

Trustees passed motions calling
for:
• adequate money to correct

chronic shortfalls and structural
deficits. 

• protection for districts with
declining enrolment and for
government to cover continuing
costs that exist even when
student numbers drop. 

• transportation costs to be
covered by the government, not
by user fees. (This was in
response to a letter from Minister
of Education Shirley Bond who
told the Okanagan zone boards
that providing bus transportation
for students living far from

schools was not mandatory and
that it was a local decision.
Trustees were also also con -
cerned about the environmental
advantages of buses vs cars. 

• creation of a long-term seismic
upgrade plan and adequate
funding rather than unmet
promises. 

• funding for expanded duties and
services that government decided
boards of education must pro -
vide, and consultation before
announcing changes. 

• application of Building Owners
and Managers Association
management standards to
maintenance programs so that
schools can receive necessary
ongoing maintenance. 

• evaluation of school planning
council procedures to make SPCs
effective, including adding
representatives from support staff
and allowing parents who may be
employed in educational jobs, to
be on SPCs. 
(Teachers have been boycotting

SPCs for several years because the
mandate of the committees was too
narrow; teachers were not allowed
to recommend increased resources,
and unfairness in who was allowed
to serve on them.) 

– Geoff Peters

BC School Trustees Association takes
stand for advocacy for increased budgets

mailto:daniellavery@royallepage.ca
http://bctfadvantage.ca
http://www.iapacific.com/bctf.html
http://www.emcmortgages.ca
mailto:group.services@bcaa.com
http://www.2009wpfg.ca
mailto:askjill@2009wpfg.ca
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2009 FALL INSTITUTE 
October 20-24, 2009 

The Legislative Assembly of British Columbia offers an 
exciting professional development program for British 
Columbia teachers in elementary, middle and high school.  

Come to your Parliament Buildings in Victoria and learn about 
parliamentary democracy and the political process. 
 
Eighteen teachers will be selected to participate and experience B.C.’s 
parliamentary system first-hand, returning to their schools and 
communities with an enhanced understanding of democracy. 

Deadline is July 15, 2009 
 

For further information and to apply on-line 

www.leg.bc.ca/bcti 
 
 

Travel subsidies may be available for those travelling great distances. 

The Sip Smart! BC program can help you teach children in 
Grades 4 to 6 what they need to know to make healthy drink choices.

Sip Smart! BC is free for BC educators:

Download a copy from the website (September 2009): www.bcpeds.ca
or Contact the Heart and Stroke Foundation of BC & Yukon:

Phone: 1-888-473-4636 ext 364 or email: healthpromotion@hsf.bc.ca

Sugary drinks are everywhere

... and too much sugar is not 
good for a child’s health.

As a teacher, you are in 
a unique position to educate 
students about healthy foods 

and drinks, helping them build a 
strong body that is fit for a lifetime.Port Metro Vancouver 101

Visit us on your next field trip or we can come and visit you in your 

classroom. Either way your students will learn a lot about Canada’s 

largest and most diversified port.

Stretching along 600 kilometres of shoreline and bordering on 16 

municipalities, more than 114 million tonnes of cargo moves through 

Port Metro Vancouver every year. Each day you’ll use at least one 

thing that came through the Port.

To book a free interactive presentation for your class, contact us at 

604.665.9179 or community.relations@portmetrovancouver.com

Our Interpretive Centre is located at the north end of Canada Place 

and is open for visitors from 9am – 4pm weekdays.

Learning transforms.
Inspire amazing results in your classroom or in your school. Enrol in a 
post-degree certificate in Special Education or School Management 
and Leadership at the University of Victoria. Our programs offer on-line 
coursework and on-campus intensives during school breaks to meet the 
specific needs of working teachers. Come and find out why we are the #1 
ranked comprehensive university in Canada. 

Department of Educational Psychology and Leadership Studies,  
Faculty of Education, 250-721-7799, eplsdept@uvic.ca,  

www. educ.uvic.ca/epls

           

   Summer Institute in Education 
           Faculty of Education 
                UBC Okanagan 

Come for an Okanagan holiday and some 
exciting Pro-D. 
 

 - Weeklong 1 credit courses 
 - 25 courses to chose from: 
      

          Fine Arts          Mentorship 
    Drama              Technology 
    Murals              Quality Assessment 
    Robotics           Nutrition 
    Astronomy        Birding  and more… 
 

Earn credits toward your TQS Category 5+ 
 

Inquiries: Tel. (250) 807-9176 
Faculty of Education 

www.ubc.ca/okanagan/education   
                                                        OKANAGAN    
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Crossword solution from April 2009
C

O

M

E

A S P

F I L

F

A

B C K T

F L A M E N T O R M E

TUBNOTPECNAPS

F

A

T

F

R

O L Y S E E L H E E S D H S
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Cuba–Canada
friendship and
teaching
collaboration—
treasures within
By Juan Silvio 
Cabrera Albert

My two-week visit to Vancouver
was unforgettable. I always expected
that visiting Canada would be an
amazing experience for any Cuban
teacher. The reality of my time in BC
has gone beyond all expectations. If I
were ever asked what has impressed
me the most during my Canadian visit,
I would immediately respond—the
friendship between Cuba and Canada.

The two full and multidimensional
weeks spent in Vancouver grew from
the very strong roots which the
BCTF/Cuba project initiated in 1999,
and whose members continue to
support education in Cuba through a
diversity of projects and collaborative
work.

The relationship between the BCTF
and English teachers in Pinar del Rio
began in 2002 with the first BCTF team
composed of Guillermo Bustos, Yom
Shamash, Susan Gerofsky, and Phil
Byrne. The impact of their work on the
English language teaching community
was significant and influenced the
foreign language pedagogy of many
teachers in the province.

The BCTF bridge continues to be
strengthened by the work done by
Hilary Spicer through her teaching in
the English Diploma courses organ -
ized by the University of Pinar del Rio,
as well as through her co-chairing of
the first international conference held
in Pinar in 2006, Language and
Culture: Building Bridges Through the
Arts. 

The intention for my visit in
Vancouver was to explore further
possibilities for collaboration among
Cuban and Canadian educators. Less
than 24 hours after my arrival, I was
invited to participate in a Canadian
Cuban Friendship Association meeting
for hurricane relief. As I stood in front
of a room filled with friends of Cuba, I
was moved by the deep concern of
Canadian people for Cuba’s current
situation.

I visited Churchill Secondary School
and University Hill. I also dropped in to
Sentinel Secondary in West Van couver
where I had my first Hallo we’en
experience. The oppor tunity I had to
work with young Canadians, to
explore values in multicultural class -
rooms, and to share ideas with my
Canadian colleagues has greatly
enriched my personal and profes sional
perspectives.

I met many passionate and inspired
language teachers with whom I
established contact and shared
pedagogical ideas and possibilities
when I attended the BC Association of
Teachers of Modern Languages annual
conference.

During these weeks, I had the
chance to explore the possibility of
inviting the well-known Cuban artist,
Mario Pelegrin, to participate in the
Artist in Residence program in 2009.

I also spent time at SFU, meeting
with the directors of the Professional
Development Program, as well as at
UBC, meeting with colleagues in the
Faculty of Education and the Hispanic
Depart ment. 

The last day of my visit, I partici -
pated in an interview on Co-op Radio
and spoke about the effects of the
hurricanes on my country and about
the professional opportunities I had
during my visit. As I spoke, I felt
compelled to mention, yet again, how
touched I have been by the outpour -
ings of friendship offered during this
time.

I would like to thank all of my
British Columbia friends and
colleagues for these two wonderful
weeks.

Juan Silvio Cabrera Albert, University of
Pinar del Rio (Cuba).
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20% off
purchaseminimum $85

for Teachers only!!

From Aug. 16 - Sept. 10, 2009

TAKE NOTE !

™ Trademark of Industrial Alliance Insurance and Financial Services Inc., used under license by Industrial Alliance Pacific Insurance and Financial Services Inc.

An unexpected illness can cause major, unnecessary financial stress. 
The BCTF Voluntary Insurance Program offers Critical Illness Insurance 
covering 18 conditions such as cancer, heart attack and stroke to 
protect you and your family from financial hardship, so you can  
focus on recovery.

Take Advantage of BCTF’s  
Voluntary Critical Illness Benefit.

For more information, a personalized quotation  
or to apply online visit IAP’s Website or call:

604.737.3802 (toll free 1.800.266.5667)
www.iapacific.com/BCTF

DEEP BAY Waterfront 2 bdrm cottage,
Deep Bay, Vancouver Island, over -
look ing Denman, Hornby Islands.
Relaxing, private. Sleeps 4-6 people,
N/S, N/P. Avail. June to Sept. 604-
939-0121 or chuck_denison@telus.net
HORNBY ISLAND vacation
accommoda tions, discoverhornby.ca
PARKSVILLE BC, 2 bdrm, 2 bath,
modern fully furnished townhouse,
N/S, N/P, monthly rentals only. Close
to beach, golf, hiking, skiing.
emcvie@yahoo.com, 250-477-2898.
PUERTO VALLARTA. Brand new condo,
3 bdrm, 3 bath, pool & BBQ club, 2
blks from beach, 25 min. to
downtown Puerto Vallarta. Visit
website casalaura.webs.com e-mail
us at ranchito1@yahoo.com
GUANAJUATO, MEXICO 3 bdrm, 3
bath house. Near university, reason -
able rates. Contact sundowners2@
hotmail.com, 604-619-9927.
PENDER ISLAND. 3-year “new” cottage
at Otter Bay on Pender Island. 1 bdrm
+ loft. Sleeps 6. Spring/summer
rates. Call Cheryl 604-597-4262.

WHISTLER GETAWAY Pinecrest
Estates, 4 bdrm cabin, sauna, deck,
BBQ, tennis, private lake, suits 2-8.
604-936-3346, glush@shaw.ca
CULTUS LAKE 3 bdrm. cottage, 150 ft.
to lake, N/P, N/S. Avail. July 5-Aug. 2.
$700/wk. Phone 604-464-2890 or
delia_cooper@telus.net
SUNSHINE COAST Kayaker’s dream!
Rare oceanfront cottage at Pender
Harbour. Private beach and dock just
steps from garden - level entry to
rental suite. Shower, kitchen, radio,
DVD. Sleeps 2-4. Min. to nearby lakes
and famous Skookumchuk Rapids.
July books fast. $500/wk. Susan 604-
467-3978, susanwalker@telus.net,
www.penderharbourcottage.ca
QUESNEL LAKE Rustic fishing/
kayaking cabin for rent June-Oct.
Boat dock, running water, no
electricity. Sleeping loft plus 2 bdrms.
Call 250-675-5395 or e-mail
larrcal@telus.net
QUALICUM BEACH Van. Island,
character home, 2 bdrm, 2 bath,
ocean view. Across from golf course.
6 blks to town. 1.5 blks to magnifi -
cent sandy beaches. BBQ, porch.
N/S, N/P. Perfect location to explore
Van. Island and Gulf Islands.
$900/wk. June-Sept. Call John 250-
382-0411 or 250-951-8967.
QUALICUM BEACH 1 bdrm. cottage.
N/S, N/P. $650/wk. June to August.
Call John 250-382-0411 or 250-752-
3342.
CLEARWATER Bed & breakfast
(Gateway to Wells Gray National
Park) ntvalley. com/rosegarden, 1-
877-998-Rose. BC@mercuryspeed.com
GABRIOLA ISLAND 2 bdrm. fully
equip ped cottage. Close to beach,
ferry, and village. Golfing, swimming,
biking, fishing, diving, kayaking, etc.
nearby. Monthly, weekly, 3-night
rates. watremb@sympatico.ca
GABRIOLA ISLAND Waterfront cottage
on tranquil Pilot Bay, 3 bdrm. fully
furn. Sleeps 6, winter and summer
rates. Call Kathy 250-743-2829.
BEACHFRONT COTTAGE for rent on
sunny Cowichan Lake. Beautiful,
new, luxury cabin available weekly.
Visit www.members.shaw.ca/
watermanproperties/ForRentAt
Cowichan, colleague discount, 250-
656-9711.
SILVA BAY Gabriola Island, waterfront
home on 1 wooded acre, 4 bdrms, 2
baths, stone F/P, fully equipped, 1500
sq.ft. Deck, 70 ft. private wharf,
weekly rental, June–Sept. 604-764-
2033,  www.villagenet.ca/
silvabayhouse
WHISTLER condos. 1 & 2 bdrm sleep
4 & 6, quiet family area on semi-
private beach, 10 min to village, all
amen., jetted tubs, special summer
rates. Min. 3 nights, prefer weekly
rentals. Fall & winter rates from
$100. Ron or Arla 604-988-8231.
arlam@shaw.ca or
ronald4953@gmail.com

TRAVEL VACATION
GULF ISLANDS Deluxe waterfront
cottage, 1 bd./sleeps 4, winter and
summer rates, call Alma 250-629-
3008, www.ainsliepointcottage.com

WHISTLER Condo. Sleeps 4, views,
close to village, 604-943-9423,
preddyplace@telus.net.
WHISTLER condos.1&2 bdrm sleeps 4
& 6, quiet family area on semi-
private beach, 10 min to village, all
amen., jetted tubs, special summer
rates. Min. 3 nights, prefer weekly
rentals. Fall and Winter rates from
$100. Ron or Arla  604-988-8231.
arlam@shaw.ca or
ronald4953@gmail.com
QUEEN CHARLOTTE ISLANDS/ HAIDA
GWAII Fabulous “mother ship”
kayaking, wilder ness adven ture,
unforgettable experiences. 1-888-
559-8317, www.TourHaidaGwaii.com
FRANCE. Ultimate vacations, pri vately
owned, beautiful furn. 1 bd. central
Paris. Provence lovely furn. house
close to Avignon. Wkly/mthly. 604-
738-1876, 604-298-3904,
irene.roland@gmail.com,
www.ultimateparis.com
MAZATLAN, MEXICO 2 bdrm, 2 bath,
condo. Sleeps 4, pool, tennis, 3 blks
to beach. Teacher owned, reasonable
rates. 604-733-6184, cell: 604-418-
7967, leilade@shaw.ca
TREKKING. Interested in trekking in
Nepal, Tibet, India, or Bhutan? Check
out Responsible Adventures at
www.notjusttreks.com for great treks
at great prices.
SUN PEAKS RESORT Stone’s Throw
Unit 49, Luxurious brand new condo
2bd/2bath sleeps 5, ski-in-ski-out,
Mountain Views, Private hot tub, F/P,
BBQ, 6 appli ances, Plasma TVs. Free
Wireless Internet. All amenities.
NS/NP. To reserve call 1-888-240-
2402 or go to www.stonesthrow49.
directvacations.com
MAUI Privately owned, beauti ful fully
furn. 2 bd., 2 bath condo across from
Kamaole beach es. Great complex,
Great location. 250-598-6955, F: 250-
598-6965.
WHISTLER Blackcomb benchlands, ski
in/out, pool, hot tubs, beautifully
equiipped, sleeps 5, Internet secure,
parking. www.at-blackcomb.com,
604-929-6589. 
DISCOVER RURAL FRANCE on Two
Wheels—easy-going routes mean der
through France’s scenic land scapes
with little traffic so inexperi enced
cyclists can pedal at a care free pace.
Farmhouse style accom. with region  -
al cuisine and local wines. Guided by
enthusiastic retired Franco phile
teacher. Explore enchant ing
chateaux in the Loire; prehistoric
treasures in the Dordogne; or the
rolling vineyards of Burgundy.
Destinations by Design Travel Ltd.
(BC Reg 39159) 1-888-703-0163,
www.destinationsbydesign.ca,
shelagh@destinationsbydesign.ca

FRANCE FRANCE 2009 Holiday rental
well renovated stone houses in
ancient vineyard village, SW France,
great walking, cycling, food, wine.
C$698/ C$916 week per family, U 18,
e-mail: mjcapper@hotmail.com, Visit
www.ourhouseinfrance.com.au
WHISTLER Bed & Breakfast. Closest to
the village! 1-877-932-5547,
www.hausstephanie.com.
PUERTO VALLARTA bright & quiet 
1 bdrm, 2 blks from beach, down -
town, reason able wkly/mnthly rates.
604-608-4268, dbemc@hotmail.com
GABRIOLA ISLAND BC. 2 bdrm.
cottage, private, fully equipped,
starting $900/mo. or $450/wk. no
taxes, 250-247-9883, www.gabriola
cottage.netfirms.com, boysen@shaw.ca
BLACKCOMB Luxury 2 bdrm/loft, 3
bath, sleeps 8, ski-in/ski-out, 604-
940-0156.
WHISTLER Creekside 3 bdrm
townhouse for rent, sleeps 6-8
comfortably. 2 bath. 604-535-9315.

Spend
a Day
With Us!

• Professional Development Upgrade
• Custom Designed One-day Classes

604-734-4488
info@picachef.com
www.picachef.com

Educators B&B
Network

Celebrating 20 years!

”“
“Great Experience!”

Jim & Avril, Prince George #11774
PO Box 5279 - Eugene OR 97405

800-377-3480

$40 A NIGHT
FOR TWO!

www.educatorstravel.com

6000
Locations

Worldwide!

LOWER
MAINLAND
TUTORS 

REQUIRED
one-to-one in-home

tutoring

Teachers’Tutoring
Service

A collective of 
BC Certified Teachers

604-730-3410
teacher@tutor.bc.ca

www.tutor.bc.ca
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ken at SFU Vancouver Harbour Centre.
Two-day seminar designed to prepare
participants to carry out the practices of
the Integrated Play Groups (IPG) model
for children and teens.  Register on-line
at www.friend2 friendsociety.org For
more information e-mail friend2friend@
shaw.ca or call 604-528-0560.

22–23 Richmond. The BCBEA pre -
sents “Celebrating 50 Years of
Teaching Business Skills.” The 50th
Anniversary of the BC Business
Education Associ ation PSA will be
celebrated during the 2009 Fall
Conference at the 5-Star RiverRock
Casino Resort. Starts Thursday with
a keynote speaker and wine &
cheese attracting 500 business
guests and teachers and continues
on Friday with keynote speakers,
breakout session workshops, awards
presentations, and exhibitor area in
the confer ence centre. Check us out
at www.bcbea.ca or contact
kkuhn@sd43.bc.ca

22–24 Burnaby. BCTELA hosts the
2009 National Council of Teach ers of
English (NCTE) Northwest Regional
Conference at the Delta Burnaby
Hotel and Conference Centre.
Conference theme: Asking the right
questions: Engaging today’s learners. 

22–24 BCMEA "Giocoso 2009"
will be held at the Pacific Academy
for all the details visit
www.bcmeaconference.com

23 Burnaby. Learning Assistance
Teachers’ Association will be held at
the Holiday Inn Metrotown. “Why
Math is Failing Our Children.” Shad
Moarif (Ed.M, Harvard.) Shad is the
founder of Karismath formerly
known as CLSO-MATH which is
guided by the principles of Universal
Design for Learning. For more
information contact Alan Peterson at
lataconference@hotmail.com

23 Chilliwack. THESA PSA annual
conference “Footprints in the Valley”
at G.W. Graham Middle-Secondary
School. Engaging seminars and
workshops to help energize you and
your school Home Economics
program, and a fashion show are just
part of what is planned. Watch our
web site www.thesaconference.ca for
more info or contact Paula Aquino,
paula_aquino@sd33.bc.ca

23 Vancouver. The ESL PSA’s 19th
annual conference “Diversity: Expect,
Respect and Celebrate” will be held
at John Oliver Secondary School. For
more info contact Joy Wild, ESL PSA
Conference Co-chair
joywild@hotmail.com

23–24 Abbotsford. BCPTA Primary
Leadership Conference, Friday
keynote concert by Charlotte
Diamond “The Joy of Singing Leads
to a Love of Language.” Presenta -
tions across the Curriculum by
popular speakers and classroom
primary teachers. Final details and
online registration will be on the
BCPTA web site www.bctf.ca/bcpta
Registrar: Sandra Huggett
shuggett@sd57.bc.ca

23–24 Surrey. PITA Fall Confer -
ence, Growing Ideas, featuring over
60 workshops. For details and to sign
up for online registration go to
www.pita.ca or contact Ray Myrtle
president@pita.ca

23–24 Vancouver. ABCDE fall
conference PANORAMAS 2009 will
be held at Crofton House Indepen -
dent School. The following hotels are
giving special rates: Park Inn &
Suites and The Coast Vancouver
Airport Hotel. For more information
contact the ABCDE conference co-
chairpersons Larry Bauer
lbauer13@hotmail.com Robert
Morgan, rmorgan5@shaw.ca

Future October PSA days
2010–11: October 22, 2010
2011–12: October 21, 2011
2012–13: October 19, 2012
2013–14: October 25, 2013
2014–15: October 24, 2014
2015–16: October 23, 2015

HORNBY ISLAND vacation cabin for
rent near beach, sleeps 4, pets ok,
$800/wk. cg.cross@hotmail.com
BEAUTIFUL HORNBY ISLAND Spacious
2 bdrm. house, 3 blks to beach, large
sunny deck, forested, private, sleeps
5. From $800/wk. 250-748-7920,
www.sunflowerinn.ca

PENDER ISLAND OCEANFRONT cabin.
Sleeps 6 in 3 bdrms. Spacious & fully
stocked. Avail. June–Aug. $1,100/wk.
E-mail: jillunsworth@gmail.com
SUNSHINE COAST Oceanfront cottage,
spectacular SW Georgia Straight
Views, seaside deck, access to 2
swimming beaches, big lawn, 3
bdrm, 2 bath, private and peaceful,
FP, BBQ , walk to funky
shops/restaurants. Ideal for
families/couples. Avail. nightly/
weekly/monthly $200/nt. $1200/wk,
seasonal rates also. janeski@telus.net,
604-921-7122.
WHISTLER Luxurious 3 bdrm, 3 bath
townhome at Montebello. Sleeps 6-8.
Private hot tub, BBQ, greenspace,
access to tennis and pool.  5 min.
walk to Village North.  604-552-5980.
www.alluradirect.com/209
SHUSWAP LAKE cabin, $500/wk.
Semi-lakefront, dock, pets welcome.
1 bdrm. with pullout couch, sleeps 5.
Room for RV (extra $40/night) or RV
only $200/wk. Wood heat, sat. TV. 
Call 250-679-3374 or e-mail
lakecabin234@yahoo.com
BIRCH BAY charming, immaculate
beach house in gated community,
steps from private beach, heated
pool, tennis and golf. $1500/wk. 604-
202-3783.
GULF ISLANDS Kayak the southern
Gulf Islands? Cedar by the Sea,
executive home, sleeps 6, weekly
rate. Phone Anne 604-536-9593.
MAYNE ISLAND Fairview Farm B & B.
two generous bdrms with private
baths. Organic, local breakfasts.
Private entrances off terrace
overlooking Campbell Bay. 866-539-
5582, www.fairviewonmayne.com
MAZATLAN MEXICO 2 bdrm house
located in Historic Old town. A/C in
whole house. Close to the plaza and
beach. Available June-Sept. 2009,
web page
members.shaw.ca/sreynada/
casasusana2.htm. Call 604-258-9359.
OSOYOOS 1 bdrm, waterfront apt,
private beach, sleeps 2, adults, N/S,
N/P, near golf/wineries, 604-876-
9668, see www.vacationrentals.com/
vacation-rentals/32506.html
HORNBY ISLAND summer cabin
rentals. $950–$1200/wk. Bedding,
kitchenware, and bbq incl. Indoor
plumbing, showers, call Lee 604-873-
4055 or e-mail leepinglizard@
gmail.com
SOUTH OF FRANCE Languedoc. Two
charming traditional stone houses in
historical market town. Sleep 4 or 6.
Wine growing region, near lake,
Canal Midi. Mediterranean beaches.
Visit web: www.languedocgites.com,
E-mail info@languedocgites.com
SHUSWAP LAKE cabin, sleeps 4-6,
lakeview, weekly rentals from June to
Sept. Call 604-525-9558.
LAKE ERROCH Cozy cottage, 1.5 hrs
from Vancouver, 30 min. from
Harrison, sleeps 4-6, golfing, hiking,
fishing nearby. Call 604-525-9558.
VANCOUVER Heritage-looking house,
3 bdrm, 2 bath, music room, tramp.,
bikes, great bbq/deck, f/place, very
clean, 15 min to Skytrain or beach,
cycling distance to YMCA, pools, etc.
Great neighbours, pets allowed,
references and deposit required.
$1200 for July 28 to Aug. 25 or
$700/two wks. Perfect for families.
Also available: 1 bd. suite + den avail.
Call Chonna 778-565-7520.
QUALICUM BEACH 1 bdrm cabin,
across the road from the beach, 3
night min, weekly rates. Rent or
Exchange for other vacation
properties. Call Henry 250-752-3813
or 250-951-9422. 

RENT/EXCHANGE
VICTORIA Oceanfront suite, wkly/
mthly rates. http://judyak.shawweb
space.ca 250-380-6682.
VANCOUVER Clean, bright, quiet, cen -
trally located condos at Robson &
Bute. 1 bdrm. $95. Daily/wkly/mthly
rates. 604-608-4268,
dbemc@hotmail.com
VANCOUVER “Yaletown Luxury
Studio” Fully furnished and available
for July & August, weekly/monthly.
Secure underground parking, indoor
pool/ fitness. Walking distance to all
down town amenities. Call: 604-626-
8523. To view:
www.imambo.com/getaway
OCEAN PARK, South Surrey, new 1
bdrm. suite for rent, full bath, F/P,
heated tiles, all utilities incl. N/P,
N/S. $850/mo. 604-535-9315.
VANCOUVER West End. newly reno -
vated, fully-furn. studio apt., 2 blks
from Stanley Park and English Bay.
$450/wk., $1300/mo. includes
parking. 250-447-6393 or
jkathleen@shaw.ca
CRESCENT BEACH South Surrey. 2
bdrm. 1 bath, large fenced yard, 2
blks. from ocean. Ideal for single or
couple. N/S. $1150/mo. Available
Sept. 1/09 to June 30/10. Call
Susanna at 604-853-5415.
COMOX privately owned spacious 2
bdrm. condo, bright, beautiful furn.,
very quiet. Close to Marina, tennis,
golf, Filberg Park. Available July,
August, 250-890-9225.
VANCOUVER Kitsilano. Charming
furnished apt. for rent during July &
Aug. Close to beach, shopping,
transit, theatres, parks and
downtown restaurants. $750/wk.
Contact Jackie: howard_j@sd36.bc.ca
to inquire or to see photos. 
OLYMPICS  Basement suite in Coquit -
lam; kitchenette, living room, cable
TV, Internet, queen bed with linen
and towels, 10 min. to SkyTrain, 30-
45 min. to all venues. e-mail:
lrparsons@shaw.ca
GIBSONS - home of the Beach -
combers. Charming 1.5 bdrm. house,
fully equipped. Beautiful garden.
Strolling distance to beaches, village,
kayaking, tennis. July 5–18. $800/2
wks., 604-886-3288.
VANCOUVER False Creek, furn. 1
bdrm, 2-level suite for February 2010
(Olympics) scruickshank@shaw.ca
OCEAN PARK (South Surrey) Spec -
tacu lar ocean view. Huge 1 bdrm
basement suite as of July 1. DW,
separate W/D, heated floors, steps to
beach, shopping, public transit. N/S,
N/P, professional single person,
$1150/mo. + 25% utilities, 604-542-
6363, serious inquiries only, 1 yr.
lease.
VICTORIA 2 bdrm, fully furnished
waterfront house for rent at Willis
Point, Saanich Inlet (near Butchart
Gardens). Dates and rental rate
negotiable. Sept. or Oct. 2009 for 6
mo. to a year while we travel.
Contact Dianne 250-652-3519 or e-
mail thetwamleys@hotmail.com 
VICTORIA enjoy Victoria this summer!
Rent our comfortable and
conventiently located townhouse
from July 16 to Aug. 20. 2 baths, 2
bdrms. + den. jmalo@shaw.ca
VANCOUVER bedroom with private
bathroom/use of kitchen. Easy
transit access to downtown/SFU.
$600/mo. or $300/half. Avail. June–
Aug. Must like cats. 604-432-9943.
OLYMPIC BED & BREAKFAST in
Burnaby, queen room, private bath,
10 min. walk to Skytrain. $200.
burnabybed@gmail.com

MISCELLANEOUS
www.edpro.org—Pro-d opportunities,
by educators, for educators.
SIMPLY THE BEST WAY to find a tutor!
Connecting tutors with students,
come see our new look at
www.findAtutor.ca.

SCHOOL TATTOOS 1000 tattoos with
your school’s logo $149. Great for
school spirit, teams or fundraising.
Visit www.schooltattoos.ca or e-mail
info@schooltattoos.ca or tel/fax 
613-567-2636.
LEARN TO WALK ON WATER. Field
trips, educational material to liven up
your curriculum. Contact Burns Bog
Con servation Society. 604-572-0373,
1-888-850-6264.
TEACHERS’ TUTORING SERVICE needs
tutors. BCCT teachers.Metro
Vancouver K-12, all subjects, flexible
hours, good rates. 604-730-3410,
teacher@tutor.bc.ca, www.tutor.bc.ca

PACIFIC GARDENS COHOUSING is a
new, environmentally friendly com -
munity in Nanaimo on a spectacular
4.37 acre property close to down -
town. Enjoy a strong sense of com -
munity, social interaction and over
8000 sq.ft. of common ameni ties. Call
250-754-3060 for more information
or visit us at www.pacificgardens.ca
ESL TUTOR.  604-329-1788
www.englishsolutionsvancouver.com
RETIRING SOON? Join the B.C. Retired
Teachers’ Association with 42
branches around the province.
Services to members: guarding
members’ interests, promoting
members’ welfare, and preserving
education heritage. For more
information, go to www.bcrta.ca or
call 604-871-2260, 1-877-683-2243.
IN-HOME TUTORING agency needs
certified teachers for Grade 1–12 (all
subjects) for Lower Mainland,
Campbell River, Comox Valley.
www.schooliseasy. com. Forward
résumé to susan@ schooliseasy.com,
or fax 604-439-1795, or phone 604-
439-1790, toll free 1-877-787-5854.
FREE RESOURCES for teachers. BC
Crime Prevention Resource Centre.
www.bccpa.org/library
RETIRED? RETIRING? Turn a passion,
hob by or life skill into extra income.
www.bonniegmcclure.com, 604-946-
8955.
NEED A NEW OR NEWER VEHICLE?
I make vehicle shopping easy, while
saving you time and money. With a
background in education I can listen
and understand what is important to
you. Give me a call, check the web
site, or email for more information.
Bill Sloan, 250-412-7970, Email:
bsloan@shaw.ca, www.billsloan.ca
TUTORS WANTED for face to face or
on-line tutoring. Visit www.tutorscout.
com for more information. 
WOW FACTOR at RockRidge Canyon
Remote, secluded, breathtakingly
beautiful, RockRidge Canyon is a
high quality retreat facility for
schools, grad classes, bands, Grade 7
camps and outdoor educational
classes. We offer:  Duo Zip lines,
ropes course, kayaks, mountain
bikes, hiking, Tower of Ter ror,
volleyball, basketball, ball hockey,
meeting rooms, gorgeous, private
lake with sandy beach. Fantastic food
and dormitory style accommodations
for 300. Our stunning wilderness
property will guarantee an amazing
retreat experience for your students.
Book now for your 2009 school
retreat! www.rockridgecanyon.com or
call 604-881-6023 ext. 9 
Buy “THE BLUES” COOKBOOK to learn
Blues piano. Exercises, how to
impro vise, and songs. CD incl. Order
at pianojazzstyles.com or send
ck/money order for $22.95+$3 s/h
to: Laura Hoffman, Piano Lesson
Sheet Music, 1434 Home Ave.,
Berwyn, IL 60402 USA

JULY 2009
July 5–6 Vancouver. First Nations
Languages Conference, presented by
the First Nations Education Steering
Committee and the First Peoples’ Heri -
tage Language and Culture Council.
Learn from one another about promis -
ing practices in languages education
and revitalization. www.fnesc.ca/
conferences/index.php.  For more
information phone 1-877-422-3672 or
e-mail jenniferw@fnesc.ca

July 6–13 Kelowna. UBC Okana -
gan Summer Institute in Education.
Earn credits toward your TQS Category
5+. Choose from 13 week-long courses
that offer a great variety of current,
relevant, and interesting topics such as
Quality Assessment, Murals, Drama,
Birding, Technology and more. For
more information visit www.ubc.ca/
okanagan/education or call the Faculty
of Education at 250-807-9176.

July 14–18 Bamfield. The Public
Education program at the Bamfield
Marine Sciences Centre is offering
teachers a wonderful PD opportunity.
The centre is owned and operated by
the five big western Canadian univer -
sities and is known for its excellent
experiential approach to learning and
immersion in a West Coast environ -
ment. Cost is $475 and covers all
instruction, boat trips, lab fees, meals
and shared accomodations for five days
and four nights. For more info visit our
web site www.bms.bc.ca

July 19–22 Vancouver. Vancouver
Aquarium. Northwest Aquatic and
Marine Educators (NAME) Conference.
Educators from British Columbia,
Oregon, Washington, and Alaska come
together to share ideas, network, and
learn the latest in conservation and
research. www.vanaqua.org/education/
name or NAME2009@vanaqua.org for
information.

AUGUST 2009
4–Sept. 4 Kelowna. UBC Okana -
gan Summer Institute in Education. See
July 6–13 for details. 

10–12 Parksville. Achieving Excel -
lence in Writing Annual Summer semi -
nar, presented by Susan Augustyn, is
based upon Blended Structure and Style
in Composition as written and devel -
oped by Dr. James B. Webster. This
workshop presents an effective method
of teaching writ ing to children.  Meets
requirements of criteria-based assess -
ment and ministry performance stan -
dards. Applicable for Grades 2 to 11.
Contact: Susan Augustyn, saugustyn@
shaw.ca or phone 250-248-6434.

24–29 Parksville. Dr. Gordon
Neufeld—asking Sense of Kids, Level 1
Week Intensive Summer Institute.
Neufeld’s attachment-based develop -
mental paradigm will train teachers to
use the constructs of attachment,
maturation and vulnerability to view
children’s problems and open the doors
for deep-rooted change. Registration
includes materials, certification and
refreshments (one week $400). To
register, contact Barb Witte at
bwitte@sd70.bc.ca or 250-720-2770.
Register early due to limited space.

30–Sept. 2 Cowichan Valley.
Cowichan Valley’s Technology Camp
Touch’N Go 2009! Join guest speakers
Joan Badger and Janet Grant, SD79
Technology Mentors and SMART Edu -
ca tional Consultants as they present
three days of hands-on technology
workshops. For more information visit
the conference web site at
touchngo.sd79.bc.ca or contact us at
touchngo@sd79.bc.ca

SEPTEMBER 2009
2–3 Okanagan Skaha Teachers’
Union Summer Conference (Penticton.)
The conference is open to everyone.
Online registration can be found at
www.ostu.ca under the “Pro D Summer”
button. Featured keynote and presenter
Dr. Martin Brokenleg and more.

OCTOBER 2009
2–3 Vancouver. Learners on the
Autism Spectrum–Creating a Culture of
Inclusion through Designing Peer Pay
and Friendships Programs presented by
Pamela Wolfberg and Heather McCrac -
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Just an average classroom?

Feels 
hopeless, 

can’t aff ord 
school 

supplies

Educator 
sees 

possibility 
in each 

child

49% of 
immigrant 

children 
and 40% of 
Aboriginal 

children live 
in poverty*

BC 
has the 
highest 
rate of 

child poverty 
in Canada*

21% of 
children in 

BC are living
in poverty*

What else is there to see? Take a closer look. 

Working together we can make the diff erence for children living in poverty.

Classism—A culture worth changing

At fi rst we think of class size, 
special learning needs, etc...

* Source: 2008 Child Poverty Report Card from First Call: BC Child and Youth Advocacy Coalition. www.fi rstcallbc.org
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